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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
• 
I. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
TRADE NAME: Solvit® QD 
SYNONYMs: NA 
II • HAZARDous COMPONENTS 
components 
.. 






5210 Phillip Lee Drive 
Atlanta, GA 30336 








50 50 ppm (skin) 50 ppm {skin} 
* The specific chemical identity is a Trade Secret and is therefore not 
being disclo~ed in the MSDS. The MSDS includes health hazard information 
for these compounds. Potential hazard information is not being withheld. 
The specific chemical identity will be provided upon request by a 
physician or other health-related personnel. 
NA ~ Not Applicable NE ~ Not Established 
III. PHYSICAL DAlJ.'A 
.BOILING POINT: 353-390o F at 760 rom Hg 
MELTING POINT: Liquid at room temperature 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H20=1): 0.87 @ 60°F 
VAPOR PRESSURE: 1 rom @ lOQop 
VAPOR DENSITY (AIR~l): 4.0 
SOLUBILITY IN H20: Less than 0.1% @ 77F 
% VOLATILES BY VOLUME: 100 
1 EVAPORATION RATE: 0.1 (Butyl Acetate ~ 1) 
10 047 
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APPEARANCE .AND ODOR: Clear, colorless liqu.id; aromatic hydrocarbon odor. 
voe's: 100% 
WEIGHT: 7.3 Pounds per Gallon 
IV. F!RE AND EXPLOSION DATA 
FLASH POINT: 145°F minimum, Pensky-Martens Closed Cup 
NFPA 704: Health 2 Flanunahility 2 
AuTO IGNITION TEMPERATURE: -S02°r 
EXPLOSIVE LIMITS IN ArR: 
Lower Explosion Limit: ~1.8% 
Upper Explosion Limit: -11.7% 
Reactivity 0 
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Carbon Dioxide, foam, water spray, dry chemical. 
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: Use self-contained breathing apparatus. 
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD: Combustible liquid. May ignit~ if 
. exposed to heat, sparks or open flame. Could generate oxides of Carbon 
and other decomposition products of undetermined hazard. 
EMPTY CONTAINER WARNING: Empty containers retain residue (liquid and/or 
~apor) and can be dangerous. DO NOT PRESSURIZE, CUT, WELD, BRAZE, SOLDER, 
DRILL, GRIND OR EXPOSE SUCH CO~A!NERS TO HEAT, FLAME, SPARKS, STAXIC 
ELECTRICITY, OR OTHER SOURCES OF tGNtTION AS THEY MAY EXPLODE AND CAUSE 
INJURY OR DBATR. 
V. REACTIVITY DATA 
STABIL!TY: Product is stable. 
INCOMPATABLrTY: Sulfuric acid, strong oxidizing agents, inorganic acids, 
halogens, aldehydes, acid anhydrides r alkylene oxides, monomers and 
polymerizable esters. 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: In case of fire, flammable 
hydrocarbons. 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: will not occur. 
10 048 
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VI. HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
EXPOSURE LIMITS: None established for mixture. 
PAGE 04/07 
TOXICITY DATA: lrritating to rabbits in a primary dermal irritation 
study. No skin sensitization was observed in guinea pigs (Buehler). 
CARCINOGENICTY: NTP? See below rARC Monographs? No OSHA Regulated? No 
PRr~~Y ROUTE(S) OF EXPOSURE: Eye contact, skin contactt inhalation. 
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
ACUTE: Eye contact causes severe irritation. If not rerwved 
promptly, eye injury will occur which may result in permanent 
damage. Skin contact causes irritation. Although not present 
under normal conditions, high vapor concentrations are irritating 
to the eyes and the respiratory tract and may cause headaches, 
dizziness, unconsciousness and other central nervous system. 
effects. These effects are temporary and reversible. 
CHRONIC: This product contains 0.3% Naphthalene. An NTP draft 
report states that lifetime inhalation exposure to naphthalene 
resulted in incr~ases in tumors of the nose in rats. In a 
previous study; lifetime inhalation exposure increased lung 
tumors in female mice. The relevance of these findings to humans 
is not known. 
MEDICAL CONbITIONS GENERALLY AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE; Asthma, bronchi tis, 
emphysema and any other respiratory disorders. 
VII. SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION 
VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS: Use local and mechanical exhaust to miniruize 
exposure to vapors or mists. 
RECOMMENDED OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE LIMITS: 100 ppm total hydrocarbons, 
50 ppm alcohol. 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: 
RESP!RATORY: Not required under normal operating conditions. 
Respiratory protection may be needed under certain conditions 
where significant exposure to fumes or mists may occur. A NIOSH 
approved air purifying respirator equipped 'With NIOSE approved 
organic vapor cartridges is recommended. Use must comply with 
the OSHA. standard for respiratory protection (29 CFR 1910.134) 
including appropriate fit testing and training. 
EYE: Chemical splash goggles. 
134/25/213137 11:42 4134613513095 
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GLOVES: Impervious nitrile or butyl rubber. 
VIII. FIRST AID l?ROC:E:DURES 
EYE CONTACT: 





gets in the eyes, immediately wash the eyes with 
of water, occasionally lifting the lower and 
continue for 15 minutes. Get medical attention 
If the material gets on the skin, immediately wash the area with 
soap and water and flush with water. If the material gets on 
clothing, remove the clothing and wash the affected area with 
soap and water. If irritation develops, get medical attention. 
Wash contaminated clothing before reuse. 
INGESTION: 
If the material has been swallowed, do not induce vomiting. 
Get medical attention immediately. 
\ INRALATION: 
) 
If dizziness, coughing, irritation or tightness in the chest is 
experienced, remove to fresh air. Administer oxygen if breathing 
is difficult. Get medical attention immediately. 
IX. SPILL OR LEAk PROCEDURES 
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS SPILLED: 
Evacuate area of all non-essential personnel. Remove all sources 
of ignition. Ventilate confined spaces. Wear gloves, goggles, 
apron or lab coat and respirator. Contain spill with absorbent 
socks to prevent sewer runoff. Absorb spill with absorbent 
material such as sand or earth. Do not use combustible materials 
such as sawdust. Using non-sparking tools, shovel into salvage 
container. . 
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: 
Waste liquid can be incinerated or used for fuel blending. 
Waste products may be hazardous due to ignitability. Comply with 
f~deral, state and local regulations. 
10 050 
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X. SPECIAL PRECAtrrIONS 
PAGE 135/07 
Store in a cool, well-ventilated area away from flammable materials and 
sources of heat, 'sparks or flame. Use with electrically grounded 
eqlJ.ipment. 
Practice good housekeeping and vigorous personal hygiene to minimize 
contact with material. 
This product is for industrial use only. Do not reuse container . 
. = y XI. REGULA.TORY COMMENTS 
DOT CLASSIFICATION: Not regulated for non-bulk packaging. 
packaging: 
Combustible liquid, n.o.s.; Combustible liquid: NA 1993; PG III 
TSCA STATUS: All components are on the TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory. 
SARA TITLE III: This product contains no chemicals on the EPA's list of 
Toxic Release Chemicals under Section 313 above regulated thresholds. 
1990 CAA Amendments HAP's: This product contains 0.3% Naphthalene, . CAS # 
91-20-3. 
XI I. PREPARATION INFORMATION 
PREPARED BY: Michael J. Evans, Enviro./Safety Coordinator 
ADDRESS: 5700 Commerce Blvd. 
Morristown, Tn. 37814 
TELEPHONE: {423} 586-4441 
DATE: June 20, 2003 
SUPERSEDES: April 4, 2000 
The data included herein are presented according to practices current 
at the time of preparation hereof, are made available solely for the 
consideration, investigation and verification of the original 
reCipients hereof and do not constitute a representation or warranty 
for which MacDer.mid Printing Solutions assumes responsibility. It is 
the responsibility of a recipient of this data to remain currently 
informed on chemical hazard information, to design and update its own 
safety program and to comply with all national, federal, state and 
10 051 
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local laws and regulations applicable to safety, occupational health, 
right to know and environmental protection. 
10 0'52 
RIAL SAFETY DATA S 
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1. CHEMICAL PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION: 
NON-TRANSPORTATION 
HEALTH EMERGENCY PHONE 
AGFA INFORMATION PHONE 
PRODUCT NAME .•...... : FPC Finisher/Preserver/Cleaner 
PRODUCT CODE ........ : KLAFDOOO 
CHEMICAL FAMILy •.... : Aqueous Photochemical Solution 
SYNONYMS ............ : FPC 
BUSINESS GROUP ...... : Graphic Systems 
AGFA MSDS NUMBER .... : El19.003 




/CAS NUMBER EXPOSURE LIMITS ~UDC~L~IION (~J 
*'**** HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Sodium Phosphate Monobasic 
7558-80-7 OSHA PEL : Not Established 
ACGIH TLV: Not Established 
Naphtha (petroleum), hydrotreated heavy 
64742-48-9 OSHA PEL : Not Established 
ACGIE TLV: Not Established 
3. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION: 
***** 
1- 5 % 
10-15 % 
This product as a whole has not been tested. This hazard information is for the 
individual ingredients. 
***************************************************************** 
* EMERGENCY OVERVIEW 
* 
* CAUTION! Combustible; Color: Milky White; Form: Liquid; 
* Odor: Sweet smell; May cause respiratory tract irritation; 







POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS: 
ROUTE(S) OF ENTRy .......•.•......•. : Eye and skin contact, inhalation of vapors or 
mists, accidental ingestion. 
HUMAN EFFECTS AND SYMPTOMS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
ACUTE INHALATION ..........•... : This product contains sodium phosphate 
monobasic which may cause respiratory tract irritation with symptoms of 
coughing, sore throat and runny nose. High vapor concentrations of the 
hydrotreated naphtha in this product may cause respiratory tract irritation 
resulting in coughing, choking sensation, sore throat and runny nose. In 
addition, depression of the central nervous system may occur with nausea, 
dizziness, weakness and fat-igue. 
E119.003 
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ACUTE SKIN CONTACT..... . ... Based on animal toxicity (see Section 
11) this product is expected to be slightly irritating to the skin with 
symptoms of reddening and itching. 
CHRONIC SKIN CONTACT .......... : Frequent or prolonged contact with the 
hydrotreated naphtha may cause skin irritation or dermatitis. 
ACUTE EYE CONTACT ............. : Based on animal toxicity testing (see Section 
11) this product is expected to be non-irritating t~ the eyes. Contact 
with liquid or vapors of the hydrotreated naphtha in this product may cause 
irritation with symptoms of reddening, stinging and swelling. 
ACUTE INGESTION .....• , ......... : Vomiting may cause aspiration of solvent 
resulting in chemical pneumonitis. 
CARCINOGENICITY ........•...... : The components of this product are not listed 
by NTP, rARC or regulated as a carcinogen by OSHA. 
MEDICAL CONDITIONS . 
AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE ...... : Persons with preexistmg skin disorders or 
impaired pulmonary function may be more susceptible to the effects of this 
product. 
4 • FIRST AID MEASURES: 
FIRST AID FOR EYES ...... : In case of contact, immediately flush eyes with 
plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. Call a physician. 
FIRST AID FOR SKIN ...••. : Flush affected areas promptly with water and soap for 15 
minutes. Remove contaminated clothing. In case of continued irritation consult 
physician. 
FIRST AID FOR INHALATION: If inhaled, remove to fresh air. If not breathing, 
give artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Call 
a physician. 
FIRST AID FOR INGESTION.: If swallowed, rinse mouth with plenty of water, call a 
physician. 
5 • FIRE FIGHTING :MEASURES: 
FLASH POINT ..........•......... -.: 142.0 F (61.1 C) 
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA •.... ".: ..... : Carbon Dioxide; Dry Chemical; Foam; Water 
spray for large fires. 
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: Firefighters should be equipped with 
self-contained breathing apparatus to protect against potentially toxic and 
irritating fumes. This is a combustible material. Keep away from heat, 
sparks, or open flames. 
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES: 
SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES .......... : Use appropriate PERSONAL PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT during clean up. Dike Spill. Prevent liquid from entering 
sewers, waterways or low areas. Soak up with sawdust, sand, oil dry or 
other absorbent material.For disposal see section 13. 
7. HANDLING AND STORAGE: 
STORAGE TEMPERATURE(MIN/MAX): Store between 40 F (4.4 C) and 90 F (26 C). 
Preferred storage is at 69 F (20 C) . 
SHELF LIFE .........•........ : N.A. 
SPECIAL SENSITIVITY ..•...... : Keep from freezing. 
HANDLING/ STORAGE PRECAUTIONS: Avoid eye and skin contact, and store in 
well-ventilated area. Keep container tightly closed. Do not store with 
incompatible materials. Do not store or consume food, drink or tobacco in 
area where they may become contaminated with this material. This product 
is combustible. Keep away from sources of ignition. For incompatibles see section 
10. 




Approval Date: 05117/2002 
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8. PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS ... : Splash protection required for eyes, e.g., eye 
glasses with side shields or goggles. For skin protection use chemical resistant 
gloves and aprons, e.g. made of neoprene, rubber or vinyl. 
VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS •........•. : Use sufficient general room ventilation 
and/or local exhaust to maintain airborne levels of yapors below applicable 
exposure limits (see Section 2) . 
RESPIRATOR REQUIREMENTS ............ : Under normal conditions of use, respirator 
protection is not required. If respirators are used, institute a program 
in accordance with OSHA standard 29CFR1010.134. 
ADDITIONAL PROTECTIVE MEASURES ..... : Emergency showers and eye wash stations 
should be made available. Educate and train employees in the safe use and 
handling of this product. 
9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES: 
PHYSICAL FORM ..........••. : Liquid 
COLOR ...............•..•.. : Milky White 
ODOR ..•....•....... : ...•.. : Sweet smell 
pH ........•.............. : Not Established 
BOILING POINT ..........•.. : Greater than 212 F (100 C) 
MELTING/FREEZING POINT .... : Not Established 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER ...... : Soluble 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY .....•••. : 1.00 
BULK DENSITY .............. : Not Applicable 
% VOLATILE BY WEIGHT ...... : 89 
VAPOR PRESSURE ........... : Not Established 
VOC BY WEIGHT ...•.....•.• : 0.92 lb/gal 
10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY: 
STABILITY ..•.........•..... : This is a stable material. 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION ... : wiil not occur. 
INCOMPATIBILITIES ....... ; .. : Strong bases, oxidizers 
INSTABILITY CONDITIONS ..... : None known. 
DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS ..... : In case of fire, CO2, carbon monoxide and other 
potentially toxic fumes. 
11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION: 
ACUTE TOXICITY 
EYE EFFECTS ........ : Non-irritating to rabbit eyes. 
SKIN EFFECTS ....... : Slightly irritating to rabbit skin. 
12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION: 
NO ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS 
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD ....... : Recover nonusable free liquid and/or contaminated 
water, and dispose of in an approved and permitted treatment system. 
Remove nonusable solid material and/or contaminated soil, for disposal in 
an approved and permitted landfill. Discharge to sewer may require 
approval of permitting authority and may require pretreatment. 
14. TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION: 
TECHNICAL SHIPPING NAME ........ : Aqueous Photochemical Solution 
PRODUCT LABEL ....•............. : FPC Finisher/Preserver/Cleaner 
E119.003 
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(DOMESTIC SURFACE) 
Not regulated as packaged. 
IMO / IMDG CODE (OCEAN) 
HAZARD CLASS DIVISION NUMBER ... : Non-Regulated 
lCAO / IATA (AIR) 
HAZARD CLASS DIVISION NUMBER ... : Non-Regulated 
~5. REGULATORY INFORMATION: 
OSHA STATUS ................. : This product is hazardous under the criteria of 
the Federal OSHA Hazard Communication Standard 29 
CFR 191.0.1.200. 
TSCA STATUS •••••....•••..... : On TSCA Inventory 
CERCLA REPORTABLE QUANTITY .. : None 
SARA TITLE III: 
SECTION 302 EXTREMELY 
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES .. : None 
SECTION 31.1./312 
HAZARD CATEGORIES ..... : Immediate Health Hazard; Fire Hazard 
SECTION 31.3 
TOXIC CHEMICALS ....... : None 
RCRA STATUS .•.....••.•...... : If discarded in its purchased form, this product 
would not be a hazardous waste either by listing 
or by characteristic. However, under RCRA, it is 
the responsibility of the product user to 
determine at the time of disposal, whether a 
material containing the product or derived from 
the product should be classified as a hazardous 
waste. (40 CFR 261..20-24) 
The following chemicals are specifically listed by individual states; other 
product specific health and safety data in other sections of the MSDS may also 
be applicable for state requirements. For details on your regulatory 














Naphtha (petroleum) , hydro treated heavy 
64742-48-9 10-15 % 
Polyethylene Glycol 







NJ4 New Jersey Other - included in 5 predominant ingredients > 1% 
PA3 Pennsylvania Non-hazardous present at 3% or greater. 
E119.003 
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16. OTHER INFORMATION: 








O=Minimal 1=Slight 2=Moderate 3=Serious 4=Severe 
B=Safety Glasses, Gloves· 
Agfa's method of hazard communication is comprised of Product Labels and 
Material Safety Data Sheets. HMIS ratings are provided by Agfa as a customer 
service. 
REASON FOR ISSUE .•........ : Reviewed, harmonized 
PREPARED By ............... : R. Ruppel-Kerr 
APPROVED By ...•.•......... : M. Patrick 
APPROVAL DATE ............. : 05/17/2002 
SUPERSEDES DATE ....•...... : 10/23/1998 
MSDS NUMBER ............... : 35300 
This information is furnished without warranty, expressed or implied, except 
that it is accurate "to the best knowledge of Agfa Corporation. The data on 
this sheet relates only to the specific material designated herein. Agfa 




Approval Date: 05117/2002 
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Material Safety Data Sheet U.S, Depanmem 
May be used to comply with Occupational Ad.mi.nistrntion 
OSHA's Hazard Communication Standard. (Non-Mandatol)' Form) 
29 em. 1910, 1200. StaDdard mtISt be Form Approved , 
;,;~~·;:ti.~i.~:::;g;r{;';!i;;:mi?;sectiliti!J:~~1~iii1e:jm"d:Matl=;;;~;:;~;~~:~;~'~:n:E;;lH!r::~;~(~::i~d!;:~:~~H~~{:~;~;i~~~i; 
Identiry (As appealS on label): Super Density 
KIMOTO PAKE F (H890B), ra!vrOTO FAKE M (H891B) 
KIMOTO PAI<E S Fine LACK) 
Manufacturer's Name: KIMOTO 'I'ECH.lNC. 
Address: 601 Canal Street 
P.O. Box 1783 
Cedanown. Georgia 30125 
(770) 748-2643 
Hazardous Components (Chemical ldenti.ty; Synonyms) 




Hazardous }v.fateria.!s Identification System Ratings: 






or (770) 74&-2643 
February 1,2000 
This MS.D.S. is based on information available at the time of 
publishing. This version SUpersedes any previously dated 
M.S.D.S. for this roduct 
ACGlH TL V Otk:r Lil:nits % 
Recommended (OPtional) 
200ppm 40.00 wt % 
2SOppm 15.38"'Wt % 
lOOppm 15.33 wt% 
lDOppm 1.60wt% 
Health Hazard: _1_ Flammability.'8l!zard: ..:...3_ Reactivity Hazard: _0_ Personal Protection: _N.A._ 
Boiling Point 
Vapor Pressure (nun Hg) 
Vapor Density (Air;::;; 1) 
Density (g/cmJ): 0.92:5 
Solubility in Water: (at 20° C) 
% Volatile (4) 
Appearance and Odor: A Slight Smell 
Flash Point (11ethod Used) 
38Q C 
Extinguishing Media: 
126.5QC Specific Gravity (HzO "" I) 
ButYl Acetate 
NA Melting Point 0 c: 
4.0 Evaporation lQ,te 
(Butvl Acetate = 100) 
COz, Powder Extinguls!ter - Alcohol Foam 
Special Fife Fighting Procedures; Keep Away From Fire 
Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: NA 
Autoie:nition Temp (°9: 421 °c 












Incompatibility (Materi.als to Avoid): NE 




Will Not Occur: 
I-----~ Conditions 10 Avoid: 
NE x 
Route(s) ofEnt:ry: Inhalation? Remove to fre$h air, if necessaty call doctor. 
Eye? Flush with water. 
Skin.? Wash Vl1th soap IUld water. 
Inooestion? Seeing a doctm' after vomiting out. 
Ireaith Hazsrds (Acllte and Chronic): 
1. Acute (5): UlsoMOuse: 7100mg/kg 2. Chronic (5) 
Carcinogenicity: NTP? tARC Monographs? OSHA RegnIated? 
Signs and Symptoms of&-posure: NE 
Medical Conditions Gellemlly 
Aggmrated by Exposure: NE 
~ 




Steps To Be Taken l!l. Case :Material Is Released Or Spilled: Wipe off with cloth. 
Waste Disposal Method: Disposal of waste material must be handled. in a manner, which complies with all1ocaI, strJie, :federal EPD 
regulations. 
Precautions To Be Taken In Handling A.nd Storing: Store in cool place. 
Other Precautions: NA 
Respiratory Protection (Specify Type); Ventilation; Necessary for IODg time use in the room. 
Protective Gloves: Not Required 
Protective Skin. and Eyewearl: Protective glasses and mask 
Other Protective Clothing 
or Equipment; Not !{equired 
Work I Hygienic Practices: NA 






100 Challenger Road 
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660 
NON-TRANSPORTATION 
ET 
CALL CHEMTREC: 800-424-9300 
INTERNATIONAL : 703-527-3887 
HEALTH EMERGENCY PHONE .. : (303) 623-5716 
AGFA INFORMATION PHONE .. : (201) 440-2500 
1. CBEHICAL PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION: 
PRODUCT NAME ........ : RC-791 Finisher 
PRODUCT CODE ....•... : KK9F4000 KK9H8000 KK9G6000 KK9JBOOO KK9KDOOO KlBATOOO KX5L3000 
KlBBVOOO KX5M5000 
CHEMICAL FAMILy ••... : Aqueous Acidic Photochemical Solution 
SYNONYMS .......•.... : Enco RC-791 Finisher; Triton Blue Two-Step Finisher; Gen America 
Finisher; Image Works Blue Two-Step Finisher 
BUSINESS GROUP .•... :: Graphic Systems 
AGFA MSDS NUMBER .... : E068.003 
2. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS: 
INGREDIENT NAME 
lCAS NUMBER EXPOSURE LIMITS .. CONCENTRATION (%) 
Citric acid 
77-92-9 
***** HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
OSHA PEL : Not Established 
ACGIH TLV: Not Established 
3 • HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION: 
***** 
1-5 % 
This product as a whole has not been tested. This hazard information is for the 
individual ingredients. 
***************************************************************** 
* EMERGENCY OVERVIEW 
* * 
* WARNING! Color: Brownish; Form: Liquid; Cloudy; Odor: * 
* Odorless; May cause respiratory tract irritation; Causes * 
* skin irritation; Causes eye irritation. * 
***************************************************************** 
POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS: 
ROUTES OF ENTRy ......•........•.. : Eye and skin contact, inhalation of vapors or 
mists, accidental ingestion. 
HUMAN EFFECTS AND SYMPTOMS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
ACUTE INHALATION .............. : Overexposure to citric acid can cause irritation to the 
respiratory tract resulting in coughing, runny nose and sore throat. 
ACUTE SKIN CONTACT ............ : Citric acid can be irritating to the skin with symptoms 
of reddening and itching. 
ACUTE EYE CONTACT ............. : Citric acid can be severely irritating to the eyes 
resulting in reddening, tearing, swelling of the eye and surrounding tissue, and 
burning. 
ACUTE INGESTION .•............. :. Ingestion of this product may cause gastrointestinal 
irritation with nausea, vomiting or diarrhea. 
E068.003 
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CHRONIC EFFECTS OF 
adverse chronic 
No applicable information concerning any 
due to overexposure from this product. 
CARCINOGENICITY .....•......... : The components of this product are not listed by NTP, 
-""\ rARC or regulated as a carcinogen by OSHA. 
) MEDICAL CONDITIONS 
AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE •..... : Persons with preexisting eye, skin or respiratory tract 
disorders may be more susceptible to the effects of this product. 
4 • FIRST AID MEASURES: 
FIRST AID FOR ~fES .....• : In case of contact, immediately flush eyes with plenty of 
water for at least 15 minutes. Call a physician. 
FIRST AID FOR SKIN ....•. : Flush affected areas promptly with water and soap for 15 
minutes. Remove contaminated clothing. In case of continued irritation consult 
physician. 
FIRST AID FOR INHALATION: If inhaled, remove to fresh air. If not breathing, give 
artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Call a physician. 
FIRST AID FOR INGESTION.: If swallowed, rinse mouth with plenty of water, call a 
Physician. 
5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES: 
FLASH POINT .................•... : Noncombustible 
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA .••.....•...• : Material is not combustible. Use extinguishing media 
suitable for other combustible materials in the area. 
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: Evacuate personnel to a safe area. Keep personnel 
removed and upwind of fire. Wear self-contained breathing apparatus. 
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES: 
SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES .....••..• : Use appropriate PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
during clean up. Dike Spill. Prevent liquid from entering sewers, waterways, or 
low areas. Soak up with saWdust, sand, oil dry or other absorbent material. For 
disposal see section .. 13. 
7. HANDLING AND STORAGE: 
STORAGE TEMPERATURE (MIN/MAX): Store between 40 F (4.4 C) and 80 F (26 C). 
Preferred storage is at 68 F (20 C) . 
SHELF LIFE .........•........ : N.A. 
SPECIAL SENSITIVITY ..•.•.... : Keep from freezing. 
HANDLING/STORAGE PRECAUTIONS: Avoid eye and skin contact, and store in well-ventilated 
area. Keep container tightly closed. Do not store with incompatible materials. Do 
not store or consume food, drink or tobacco in area where they may become 
contaminated with this material. For incompatibles see section 10. 
OTHER NOTES ................. : Keep out of the reach of children. 
8. PERSONAL PROTECTION: 
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS_: Splash protection required for e)res, e.g., eye 
glasses with side shields or goggles. For skin protection use chemical resistant 
gloves and aprons, e.g. made of neoprene, rubber or vinyl. 
VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS •.•••...... : Use sufficient general room ventilation and/or 
local exhaust to maintain airborne levels of vapors below applicable exposure 
limits (see Section 2) . 
RESPIRATOR REQUIREMENTS .•..•....... : Under normal conditions of use, respirator 
protection is not required. If respirators are used, institute a program in 
accordance with OSHA standard 29CFRI010.134. 
ADDITIONAL PROTECTIVE MEASURES ..... : Emergency showers and eye wash stations should be 
made availabie. Educate and train employees in the safe use and handling of this 
product. 
E068.003 
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9. PHYSICAL AND PROPERTIES: 
PHYSICAL FORM .....•.•.•••• : Liquid 
APPEARANCE .•..........•••• : Cloudy 
COLOR .•................... : Brownish 
ODOR ..........•.........•. : Odorless 
pH .•...........•...••...• : Approx. 2 
BOILING POINT ............. : Greater than 212 F (100 C) 
MELTING/FREEZING POINT ..•. : Less than 32 F (0 C) 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER ...... : Soluble 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY ..•. ' .••.• : 1.039 
BULK DENSITY .............. : Not Applicable 
% VOLATILE BY WEIGHT ....•. : 86 
VAPOR PRESSURE .••...•...• : Approx. 23 mbar at 68 F (20 C) (water) 
VOC BY WEIGHT •......•..•. : 0.078 
10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY: 
STABILITY •....••.•...•..... : This is a stable material. 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION ... : Will not occur. 
INCOMPATIBILITIES ....•..... : None reasonably foreseeable. 
INSTABILITY CONDITIONS ..... : None known. 
DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS ....• : In case of fire oxides of C02, carbon monoxide and 
other potentially toxic fumes can be generated due to thermal 
decomposition. 
11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION: 
TOXICITY DATA FOR: Citric Acid 
ACUTE TOXICITY 
ORAL LDSO ...•.•...• : 11,700 mg/kg (rat) 
12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION: 
NO ECOLOGICAL .. INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
13 • DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS 
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD ..•...• : Recover nonusable free liquid and/or contaminateq 
water, and dispose of in an approved and permitted treatment system. 
Remove nonusable solid material and/or contaminated soil, for disposal in 
an approved and permitted landfill. Discharge to sewer may require 
approval of permitting authority and may require pretreatment. 
14. TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION: 
TECHNICAL SHIPPING NAME ...••... : Aqueous Acidic Photochemical Solution 
PRODUCT LABEL ..........•....... : RC-791 Finisher 
DOT (DOMESTIC SURFACE) 
HAZARD CLASS OR DIVISION ••.... : Non-Regulated 
IMO / IMDG CODE (OCEAN) 
HAZARD CLASS DIVISION NUMBER •.. : Non-Regulated 
lCAO / lATA (AIR) 
HAZARD CLASS DIVISION NUMBER •.• : Non-Regulated 
E068.003 
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~5 • REGULATORY INI'ORlI-D 
OSHA STATUS .......•....•.... : This product is hazardous under the criteria of 
the Federal OSHA Hazard Communication. Standard 29 
CFR 1910.1200. 
TSCA STATUS ....•..•....••..• : On TSCA Inventory 
CERCLA REPORTABLE QUANTITY •• : None 
SARA TITLE III: 
SECTION 302 EXTREMELY 
HAZARDOUS SUBS"I:ANCES •• : None 
SECTION 311/312 
p~ CATEGORIES .•... : Immediate Health Hazard 
SECTION 313 
TOXIC CHEMICALS ..•.•.. : None 
RCRA STATUS .......•.....•... : When discarded in its purchased form, this 
product meets the criteria of corrosivity, and 
should be managed as a hazardous waste (EPA 
Hazardous Waste Number D002) . (40 CPR 261.20-24) 
The following chemicals are specifically listed by individual states; other 
product specific health and safety data in other sections of the MSDS may also 
be applicable for state requirements. For details on your regulatory 









CONCENTRATION STATE CODE 
85-95 lr PAJ, NJ4 
1-5 % PAJ, NJ4 
5-10 lr PAJ, NJ4 
NJ~ = New Jersey Other - included in 5 predominant ingredients > 1% 
PAJ Pennsylvania Non-hazardous present at 3% or greater. 
16. OTHER INFORMATION: 








O=Minimal l=Slight 2=Moderate 3=Serious 4=Severe 
B=Safety Glasses, Gloves 
Agfa's method of hazard communication is comprised of Product Labels and Material 
Safety Data Sheets. HMIS ratings are provided by Agfa as a customer service. 
REASON FOR ISSUE .......... : Reviewed, Harmonized 
PREPARED By ....•....•.•... : R .. Ruppel-Kerr 
APPROVED By .......•....... : M. Patrick 
APPROVAL DATE ..•...•..•... : 07/21/2003 
SUPERSEDES DATE .....•.•... : 12/11/2002 
MSDS NUMBER .......• , ...•.. : 35272 
This information is furnished without warranty, expressed or implied, except that it is 
accurate to the best knowledge of Agfa Corporation. The data on this sheet relates 
only to the specific material designated herein. Agfa Corporation assumes no legal 
responsibility for use or reliance upon 'these data. 
E06B.003 
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~OlU'C10ns LLl,; ;:'On1C -.J 
U:ll!;) j 834-9576 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
SONIC-KLEEN SK"'(}6/SK-30 WATER BASED CONCENTRATE FOR 
LASER ENGRAVED CERAMIC ANfi.OX ROLLER 
1. SUFPLIER AND EMERGENCY INFORMATION . 
r..&R Manmacturing company Product Infonnatl,:n' 
577 EimSttee1, P.o. Box 607 Cal!: 201-991-5330 
Kearny, NJ 07032: - 0607 USA 
:z. COMPOSLuONlNFORNlAIIOr" 01" lNGREO~;:~ 
Compoaelll 40-60 
publication Date: 11/21103 
FJnetgeIlCY Phone Nurnbel:s: 
For em~ involving a spill, leak, 
fire or accident contact: 
CHEMTREC - 300-414-9300 
wilhin ~ United States or 7Ir3-51:l-3f§;7 
for in~cmaJ collect: calls. 
p.1 
Water 7732·18-5 
2. l'ROPOXYETFlANOL 2807-3()"9 
Nony1p~ox:ypolyetblmol 9016-45.1 
Disodium ~nonatl! 68604-71·3 
Monoe!hanolamine 141-43·5 






SO\A'L SO\0~~~ ~r,..(, , 
SOv\.~ L -'L\.e...€-'-"\.. 
3. HAZARDS IDE~TIFICA nON . 
Physjcal 2Jlpe'l.I:al\tt alld odor: Clear amber liquid 'I'Iitb strong GI11ll"IODJa odor, 
A: Warning Statement . . . _.--,_r 
. C-ood industri-.Il hygjene pr:u:ti= should be used when bandlltlg tillS iU<W=J. ..... 
A~ Ey~ Direct contact = mode""" to seve;\: damage to the eyes. 
Ao:rte SkiD: Izritating to 1he skin. =y cause skin S<:IlSitivity. 
A~ Inhalation: Will c:ause irritation to the respiIatory system. . . . 
Acnte Ingll:Slk!!: Will cause Mmase It> muCU$ membtanes, and otbt:l. tissue. I.ngesnon oflarge quzntllles rmy be fanl. 
1>: POTENTIAL BEALTBEFFECTS: babk: ~ 
Ox.-ooic Effed$: This product does not cont:>.in:ln)' ~ieut de:ligtlaU:d by IARC,I'ITI', ACGrn: or OSHA as pro or '''''l''"~ 
hnrmrn rau:;jrmgenS 
4. FIRST AID.MEASURES . . eelcmedical . 
Eye Exposure: Hold eyelids opcnand flush with a stEady, geotIe stream of water for at1:ast IS m:nutes. S atten1lon. 
Skill bposare! Wash thoroughly with warer. If ilritnion or redness develops, seck medical atrentI?"- . ..,... . 
Inhllb.tion: ff re:spila1oI)' iIritatioa or d.istress occun, move victim to fresh air. Seek medical attention if respuat.oI)' I1l1tatlOll or (hstt= 
contin~ 
Ingestion: ~ immediate medical atten1ion. DO NOT JNDUCE VOMITING. .. ., 
MEDICAL commONS POSS$L Y AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE: Skin aml:act may aggrava!lZ e;;gs:mg skin disease. 
5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES 
FIRE a:AZARD DATA: 
n..A.SJl POINT: > 150· F mnIOD USED: Tag Qosed CUp 
Fl:nnmability limits ( -voJJrot"t. ): lower: No Data Upper. No Data 
ExtingMhing Med"Ul: Extinguish with dty chemical, co,. or a BC/ABC extinguisher 
Sp<cial Fin! FightiJIg l'roa;dnres: Self cx:mtained brealbing apparalllS and full protective gear when entering a:mfined an:a. 
Unusual Ftn ~d Explosion H:=rds: Product will bum under fire conditions. Closed containers may explQde due 1l) build up of 
pr=tue when ~oserl to elttIeme heat. 
Jlllnmlo\lS PerompositiOIl M2teriaJs: (under fire conditions) Oxides ofnitrogen, carbon l!Ild sulfur, along with hydrogen sulfide. 
u. :ACCIDEl'l'lAL RELEASE MEASORES 
Environmenul and ~latnry Reporting:: Not "".w",d 
f. HANDLffiG AND StORAGE 
imllilllmniM:nimum Sto~ Tmlpendnr= 39 to 100 OF. Protect from f=zing 
ae9JlUp :and Disposal of Spill: Biodegradable product Mop up spill and dispoze of by dilution to a smibry sewer ~ as pennitrerl 
by local, state end federal regulations. Ft=.ing will NOT damage the product. Product may be thav.--ed 
in warm W1I1e{' and then mDi:ed to mUle oornogerreity. 
HANDLlNG: AVOID CONTACfWlTHSKill, EYES OR. CLonnNG 
S. EXPOSURE CONTROLIPERSQNAL PROTECTION 
GI:!W":I.I: These recommend:rtions provide genml guidance for handling of this product Because specific work envirolllllf:ll\! l!Ild mat:erial 
nandling practices vary, safety procedures should be developed for each in!ended application. When developing safe lurndling 
procedures, do not O\"eI:lool: the neeO to clean and dispose of the material. Wast/! resulting from the use of 1his product should be 
handled in accordance with Section 13: Disposal Considesations. . 
El:jXlSUre GlIide1in= Exposure limits are ==ded Wl>M breathing limits. The following limits apply 1l) this materlaI: 












3 ppm. OSHA { PEL 
2 mgt m' OSHA I PEL 
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8. EXPOSURE CONTROLIPERSONAL }'ROTECUON., CONTINUED 
Engineering Controls: Nonnal room ventilation. .. . 
RespirJdOry Controls: For reasonable uses of 1his msterial, respiIalDIy prol:ctlon ~bould not be necessary. 
EyelFace l'rotI:ctiDn: ~afety glasses to protJ:ct fr?m splashing.. . • . 
Skin Proteetion: Rubber or plastic glOV1::S to aVllid dIying and ITIltuIon to !he skIn. . 
Work. Pradice Control: Noonal hygiene In tile WODc area should be taken v..ten 'WOrking with or handl jug this product. 
9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
l'bJ'3ical Appearance: Clear amber liquid. 
·PH: > 13 as concenttatt 
Water Solnln1ity: Soluble 
Freezing Point RlIlIge: <: 32" F 
Odor: Characmristic odor. 
Specific Gravity: 1.13 
Melting Point Range: Not available 
BoiIig Point: Not established 
Vapor Pressure: Not established 
Percent volatile by voInme: Approx. 50 % by volume 
Vapor Density: Not established 
V.O.c. ( calculated) : 0.45 IbsJ gal or 53.5 grams II. 
10. SIUlLll i AND RtACII911 i 
Chemical Sbtbility: . 
This material is stable unckr normal handling and smr"S" conditioll:lllS described in Section 7. 
ConditioDS to be avoided: Heat. open :flame. 
MSwrialsfChc::micals to be avoided: SlI'01'lg oxidizing agent3. aJuminwn, lI12IgllCSium, zinc, tin, chromium. brass and brom:e 
Decomposition type: Thermsl Oxides of carbon 
Hazardous Polymeri:z:rtion: WILL NOT Occtm 
Avoid the following to inIn"bit lu=rdous polymeri%ation: NOT APPUCABLE 
11. tOXICOLOGICAL INFORMAIION 
Acntt Eye IrritatiOD: Irritating III eyes. 
Acnte Skin Irritation: Irritating III skin. 
Ac:nte Dmn:ll Toxicity: No test data found for product 
Acute Respiratory Irritation: No test data fiiund for product 
Aorte lnhal:rtion Toxicity: No test daIa found for product. 
Acute Or.a.l To:lidty: 
LDSO{l'lit)=2098mg/kg. forMonoethanobmine 
LD5ll {rat} .. 3.fl7 m1/kg. for Nouoylpbenoxypolyeth:mol 
LD5G ( rat) = 3089 grpI kg 2-£ropoxy ethanol 
LD50 (rat) = 350 mg I kg fur Sodium Byd~de 
LDSO{ mIlS) - 2 mll kg for·Disodium CoI:o:unphodiprnpriollllfe 
Granic Toxicity: Thil product dOt:S not contain any subsl:lmies that are considered by OSHA.,. NT!', IARC OR ACGlH 10 ~ a 
prgbable or S1lSj)eded human carcinogens. No additional test dam was found for this product. 
12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
Eeotmicologkal Information: No data found. 
13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS . 
This product is biodegradeble and can be disposed in sanitarv Sewer system where petmitn::d by local, fellerallllJd st!te regulations. 
14. 'I'RANSPORTATION INFORMATION 
Domestic: Compounds, Cleaning Liquid.{CoDlains Sodium Hydtvx:ide), Class 8, NA 1760, PG llI.. Eh-portand Air. Corrosive Liquid, basi~, 
jnorganjlj. ns.s, ( Contains Sodium RYdJ;oxide) 1m3266 Cla,'S 8 PG lIT . 
15. REGULATORY INFORMATION: 
Inventory Issues: All components of this prod-...rct are listed on the U.S. TSCA. Canadian DSL, Eoropemt EINECS/BLINS che.micallistings. 
16. OTHER INFORMATION 
National Fire Protection AsSociation 
Hazard Rating, NFP A 
Health 
2 
Flammability Reactivity General 
1 0 
Disclaimer. The information herein is given in good faith but no warranty expressed or implied is nll~de 
Prepared By: L&R Manufacturing Company Date: 11/21f03 
Product Name: SONIC KLEEN SK-06/SK-30 WATER BASED CONCENTRATE 
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Material Safety Data Sheet 








Use as a solvent only in industrial manufacturing processes. 
$1111 
Shell Chemical LP 
PO Box 2463 




Emergency Telephone Number 
Chemtrec Domestic 1-80Q..424-9300 
(24 hr) 
Chemtrec : 1-703-527-3887 
International (24 hr) 
2. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS 
Chemical Name 
Isopropyl Alcohol 
3. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION 







Signs and Symptoms 
Aggravated Medical 
Condition 




Clear. liquid. Characteristic. 
Concentration 
100.00% 
Vapours may cause drowsiness and dizziness. Irritating to 
eyes. 
Flammable liquid and vapour. Vapours are heavier than air. 
Vapours may travel across the ground and reach remote 
ignition sources causing a flashback fire danger. Electrostatic 
charges may be generated during pumping. Electrostatic 
discharge may cause fire. 
Vapours may cause drowsiness and dizziness. 
Repeated exposure may cause skin dryness or cracking. 
Irritating to eyes. 
Eye irritation signs and symptoms may include a burning 
sensation, redness. swelling. and/or blurred vision. Defat1ing 
dermatitis Signs and symptoms may include a burning 
sensation and/or a dried/cracked appearance. Other signs and 
symptoms of central nervous system (eNS) depression may 
include headache, nausea, and lack of coordinatjon~ 
. Pre-existing medical conditions of the foilowing organ(s) or 
organ system(s) may be aggravated by exposure to this 
1/8 
<~ .,,-. ('~,~' ,,,,,,, 
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Advice to Physician 
5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES 
material: Eyes. Skin. 
In general no treatment is necessary, however, obtain medical 
advice. 
Remove to fresh air. If rapid recovery does not occur, transport 
to nearest medical facility for additional treatment 
Remove contaminated clothing. Flush exposed area with water 
and follow by washing with soap If available. 
Immediately flush eyes with large amounts of water for at least 
15 minutes while holding eyelids open. Transport to the 
nearest medical facility for additional treatment. 
If swallowed, do not induce vomiting: transport to nearest 
medical facility for additional treatment. If vomiting occurs 
spontaneously, keep head below hips to prevent aspiration. 
Causes central nervous system depression. Consult a Poison 
Control Centre for guidance. 
Clear fire area of all non-emergency personnel. 
Flash point 
Explosion I Flammability 
limits in air 





Protective EqUipment for 
Firefighters 
Additional Advice 
" 12"C /54 OF (Abel) 
2-12 %(V) 
425 "C /797 OF (ASTM D-2155) 
Carbon monoxide may be evolved if incomplete combustion 
occurs. The vapour Is heavier than air, spreads along the 
ground and distant ignition is possible. 
Alcohol-resistant foam, water spray or fog. Dry chemical 
powder, carbon dioxide, sand or earth may be used for small 
fires only. Do not discharge extinguishing waters into the 
aquatic environment. 
00 not use water in a jet. 
Wear full protective clothing and self-contained breathing 
apparatus. 
-. Keep adjacent containers cool by spraying with water. 
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES 
Observe alf relevant local and international regulations. 
Protective measures 
Print Date 01/03/2007 
Avoid contact with spilled or released material. Immediately 
remove all contaminated clothing. For guidance on selection of 
personal protective equipment see Chapter 8 of this Material 
Safety Data Sheet. For guidance on disposal of spilled material 
see Chapter 13 of this Material Safety Data Sheet. Shut off 
leaks, jf possible without personal risks. Remove all possible 
sources of ignition in the surrounding area. Use appropriate 
containment to avoid environmental contamination. Prevent 
218 
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Clean Up Methods 
Additional Advice 












Effective Date 0511012005 
According 10 OSHA Hazard Communication Siandard. 29 CFR 
1910.1200 
from spreading or entering drains, ditches or rivers by using 
sand, earth, or other appropriate barriers. Attempt to disperse 
the vapour or to direct its flow to a safe location for example by 
using fog sprays. Take precautionary measures against static 
discharge. Ensure electrical continuity by bonding and 
grounding (earthing) an equipment. Monitor area with 
combustible gas indicator. 
For large liquid spills (> 1 drum), transfer by mechanical means 
such as vacuum truck to a salvage tank for recovery or safe 
disposal. Do not flush away residues with water. Retain as 
contaminated waste. Allow residues to evaporate or soak up 
with an appropriate absorbent material and dispose of safely. 
Remove contaminated soil and dispose of safely. 
For smalf liquid spills « 1 drum), transfer by mechanical means 
to a labelled, sealable container for product recovery or safe 
disposal. Allow residues to evaporate or soak up with an 
appropriate absorbent material and dispose of safely. Remove 
contaminated soil and dispose of safely. 
See Chapter 13 for information on disposal. Notify authorities if 
any exposure to the general public or the environment occurs 
or is likely to occur. Vapour may form an explosive mixture with 
air. 
Avoid breathing of or contact with material. Only use in well 
ventilated areas. Wash thoroughly after handling. For 
guidance on selection of personal protective equipment see 
Chapter B of this Material Safety Data Sheet. Use the 
information in this data sheet as input to a risk assessment of 
local circumstances to help determine appropriate controls for 
safe handling. storage and disposal of this material. 
Electrostatic charges may be generated during pumping. 
Electrostatic discharge may cause fire. Ensure electrical 
continuity by bonding and grounding (earthing) all eqUipment. 
Restrict line velocity during pumping in order to avoid 
generation of electrostatic discharge «= 1 0 m/see). Avoid 
splash filling. Do NOT use compressed air for filling. 
discharging, or handling operations. Extinguish any naked 
flames. Do Not smoke. Remove ignition sources. Avoid sparks. 
Handling Temperature: Ambient. 
Keep away from aerosols, flammables, oxidizing agents. 
corrosives and from products hannful or toxic to man or to the 
environment. Must be stored in a welf-ventilated area, away 
from sunlight. ignition sources and other sources of heat. 
Storage Temperature: Ambient. 
Keep containers closed when not in use. Do not use 
compressed air for filling, discharging or handling. 
For container paints, use epoxy paint, zinc silicate paint. For 
containers, or container linings use mild steel. stainless steel. 
,Aluminium if > 50 °C. Mos1 plastics. Neoprene rubber. 
Containers. even those that have been emptied, can contain 
318 
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According to OSHA Hazard Communication Standard. 29 CFR 
1910.1200 
explosive vapours. Do not cut,"drill, grind, weld or perform 
similar operations on or near containers. 
















Mon itoring Methods 
Print Date 01/0312007 
Occupational Exposure Limits 
Type ppm mglm3 Notation 
TWA 200 ppm 
STEL 400 ppm 
PEL 400 ppm 980mgfm3 
TWA 400 ppm 980 mg/m3 
STEL 500 ppm 1.225 mg!rn3 
Shell has adopted as Interim Standards. the OSHA PEls that 
were established in 1989 and later rescinded. 
Wash hands before eating, drinking, smoking and using the 
toilet. 
The level of protection and types of controls necessary will vary 
depending upon potential exposure conditions. Select controls 
based on a risk assessment of JocaI circumstances. 
Appropriate measures include: Adequate explosion-proof 
ventilation to control airborne concentrations below the 
exposure gUidelines/limits. Eye washes and showers for 
emergency use. 
Personal protective equipment (PPE) should meet 
recommended na1ional standards. Check with PPE suppliers. 
If engineering controls do not maintain airborne concentra1ions 
to a level which is adequate to protect worker health. select 
respiratory protection equipment suitable for the specific 
conditions of use and meeting relevant legislation. Check with 
respiratory protective equipment suppliers. Where air-filtering 
respirators are suitable, select an appropriate combination of 
mask and filter. Select a filter suitable for organic gases and 
vapours [boiling point >65 "C (149 DF)] meeting EN 141. Where 
air-filtering respirators are unsuitable (e.g., airborne 
concentrations are high. risk of oxygen deficiency. confined 
space) use appropriate positive pressure breathing apparatus. 
Longer term protection: Natural rubber. Butyl rubber. Incidental 
contactJSplash protection: Neoprene rubber. Viton. Suitability 
and durability of a glove is dependent on usage. e.g. frequency 
and duration of contact, chemical resistance of glove material. 
glove thickness, dexterity. Always seek advice from glove 
suppliers. Contaminated gloves should be replaced. 
Chemical splash goggles (chemical monogoggles). 
Use protective clothing which is chemical resistant to this 
material. Safety shoes and boots should also be chemical 
resistant. 
Monitoring of the concentration of substances in the breathing 
418 
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zone of workers or in the general workplace may be required to 
confirm compliance with an OEl and adequacy of exposure 
controls. For some substances biological monitoring may also 
be appropriate. Examples of sources of recommended air 
monitoring methods are given below or contact supplier. 
Further national methods may be available. National Institute of 
Occupational Safety and Health (NJOSH), USA: Manual of 
analytical Methods 
http://www.cdc.gov/nioshlnmamlnmammenu.htmIOccupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), USA: Sampling and 
Analytical Methods http://www.osha-
slc.gov/dtslsltclmethodsltoc.html Health and Safety Executive 
(HSE), UK: Methods for the Determination 01 Hazardous 
Substances http://www.hsl.gov.uklsearch.htm 
Local guidelines on emission limits for volatile substances must 
be observed for the discharge at exhaust air containing vapour. 




Melting I freezing point 
Flash point 
Explosion {Flammability 





Vapour density (air=1) 
Volatile organic carbon 
content 
Evaporation rate (nBuAe=1) 
Clear. liquid. 
Characteristic. 
82 - 83 "C /180 - 181°F 
-88 "C 1-126 OF 
: . 12 "C / 54 OF (Abel) 
2 -12 %(V) 
425 "C /797 \OF (ASTM 0-2155) 
4,100 Pa at 20 "C / 68 OF 
0.78 - 0.79 at 20 "C /68 OF 
Completely miscible. 
2 at 20 °C 168 OF 
100% 
1.5 (ASTM 03539, nBuAe=1) 
10. ST AalLITY AND REACTIVITY 
Stability 
Conditions to Avoid 
Materials to Avoid 
Hazardous Decomposition 
Products 
:- Stable under normal conditions of use. Reacts with strong 
oxidising agents. Reacts with strong acids. 
Avoid heat. sparks, open flames and other ignition sources. 
Strong oxidising agents. Strong acids. 
Thermal decomposition is highly dependent on conditions. A 
complex mixture of airborne solids, liquids and gases, including 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and other organic compounds 
will be evolved when this material undergoes combustion or 
thermal or oxidative degradation. 
11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION 
Basis for Assessment 
Acute Oral Toxicity 
Print Date 01/0312007 
: ' Information given is based on product testing. 
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Effective Date 0511012005 
According to OSHA Hazard Communication Standard. 29 CFR 
1910.1200 
Low toxicity: LOSO >2000 mglkg • Rabbit 
Low toxicity: LC50>5000 ppm 11 hours, Rat 
High concentrations may cause central nervous system 
depression resulting in headaches, dizziness and nausea; 
continued inhalation may result in unconsciousness and/or 
death. 
Not Irritating to skin. 
Prolonged/repeated contact may cause defatting of the skin 
which can lead to dermatitis. 
Irritating to eyes. 
Inhalation of vapours or mists may cause irritation to the 
respiratory system. . 
Not a skin sensitiser. 
Kidney: caused kidney effects in male rats which are not 
considered relevant to humans 
! Material I: Carcinogenicity Classification I 
I Isopropyl Alcohol !: ACGIH Group A4: Not classifiable as a human carcinogen. I 

















Print Date 01/03/2007 
Causes toetotoxicity in animals at doses which are matemally 
toxic. 
Exposure may enhance the toxicity of other materials. 
Low toxiCity: LC/ECIIC50 > 100 mg/l 
Low toxicity: LC/ECIIC50 > 1000 mgll 
Expected to have low toxicity: LC/EC/ICSO > 1000 mg/l 
Low toxicity: lC/ECnC50 > '000 mgll 
Dissolves in water. 
If product enters soil, it will be highly mobile and may 
contaminate groundwater. 
Readily biodegradable meeting the 10 day window criterion. 
Oxidises rapidly by photo-chemical reactions in air. 
Not expected to bioaccumulate sIgnificantly. 
Recover or recycle if possible. It is the responsibility of the 
waste generator to determine the toxicity and physical 
properties of the material generated to determine the proper 
waste classification and disposal methods in compliance with 
applicable regulations. 
Drain container thoroughly. After draining, vent in a safe place 
away from sparks and fire. Residues may cause an explosion 
hazard. Do not puncture, cut or weld uncleaned drums. Send 
to drum recoverer or metal reclaimer. 
Disposal should be in accordance with applicable regional, 
national, and loea/laws and regulations. Local regulations may 
6/8 
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Effective Date 05/1012005 
According to OSHA Hazard Communication Standard, 29 CFR 
1910.1200 
be more stringent than regiom;ll or national requirements and 
must be complied with. 
14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION 
US Department of Transportation Classification (49CFR) 
Identification number UN 1219 
Proper shipping name Isopropanol 
Class I Division 3 
Packjng group " 




Proper shipping name 







lATA (Country variations may apply) 
Identification number UN 1219 
Proper shipping name Isopropanol 
Class / Division 3 
Packing group II 
15. REGULATORY fNFORMATION 


























SARA Hazard CategorIes (311J312) 
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Effective Date 0511012005 
According to OSHA Hazard Communication Standard. 29 CFR 
1910.1200 
Immediate (Acute) Health Hazard. Are Hazard. 
State Regulatory Status 
California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act (Proposition 65) 
This material does not contain any chemicals known to the State of california to cause cancer, birth 
defects or other reproduc1ive harm. 
New Jersey Right-To-Know Chemical List 
Isopropyl Alcohol (67-63-0) 100.00% 
Usted. 
Pennsylvannia Right-To--Know Chemical Ust 
Isopropyl Alcohol (67-63-0) 100.00% Environmental hazard. 
Listed. 
16. OTHER INFORMATION 
NFPA Rating (Health, . 
Fire, Reactivity) 
MSDS Version Number 
MSDS Effective Date 
MSDS Revisions 
MSDS Regulation 
Uses and Restrictions 
MSDS Distribution 
Disclaimer 




A vertical bar (!) in the left margin indicates an amendment 
from the previous version. 
The content and format of this MSDS is in accordance with the 
OSHA Hazard Communication Standard, 29 CFR 1910.1200. 
Use as a solvent only in industrial manufacturing processes. 
The Information in this document should be made available to 
all who may handle the product 
The information contained herein is based on our current 
knoWledge of the underlying data and is intended to describe 
the product for the purpose of health, safety and environmental 
requirements only. No warranty or guarantee Is expressed or 
implied regarding the accuracy of these data or the results to 
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Page: MATERIAl.. Sf.HTY DATA gm Printed : 01104/07 
() For Coatings, Resins and Related ~aterialE Revised: 07114/06 
,-
~I!!.~-"""'" s- ..... ___ .. -_. .fI ___ a =_ 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS' COATINGS 
il OOALITY PRODUCTS IIDAD 
Information Phone: 828-438-1922 
Elergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORGANTON NC 28655! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: IrUlTER BASED IfI<S AND COATINGS ! none -} extrelle 
Trade Hale : AOOA MAX FLO B04 ORANGE 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 1 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code: AMFS0804 
C. A. S. NUlber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD RE:DMAN 
Title : SOIJT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
.!Revrm =_ee --- --- --_ .. .... __ .- • -SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Limits - VP 
Ingredients CAS I ~ ACGIHITlV OSHA/PB.. II H6 
ETHYlENE SL YCOl 107-21-1 2.855 50 ppm 50 pPI .1 
Sffi= 50 50 
0.000 0 
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE 1336-21-6 3.050- 25 ppl 35 ppl 450 
-Sffi= 35 HE 
) n-PROIiANGL 71-23-8 3.242 200 pPI 200 PPI 13 
Sffi= 250 
.* -} These itels are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory __ ...... _·UII~_ ....... __ ..... _IU_ .... · .... HI: .......... - __ ........... _..... _ ....................... ___ _ 
SECTION I II - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 207 - 387 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.06 x n-Butyl Acetate liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COlORED VISCOUS LIOOID;CHARACTERISTIC DOOR 
11111111 VOC INFORMATION 11111111 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 45.28 VOl..I.JME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VOC'S: 6. 19 VOLUME PERCENT OF VOC' S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF !NV'S: 48.53 VOlllME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LaS OF VOC PER mON OF INK LESS WATER: 1.04 
LBS OF VOC PER GAlLON OF TNV: 1.24 




Flalllability Class: IliA 
-EXTINGUISHING /lEDIA: 
Flash Point: 150 F lEl: NONE 
~bon dioxide - Dry chelical - Fail - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vieinity of fire. 
-9PECHL FIREFIGHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use- self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pr~ssure lode. 
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SECTION IU - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA <cont.) 
-t.W5UIl FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source some distance frol laterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical sNitches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container lay explode • .... ______________ · ____ .. _____ iIIl._ ... ____ _
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVEL: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS IF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and· even asphyxiation. 
Swallo~ing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of laterial into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneulonitis which can be fatal. 
-fIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt medical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, remove contaminated 
clothing prolptlYi wash clothing before reuse. 
-SHallowing: do tilT induce vOliting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chelical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adlinister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention • 
... _---_ ...... -----_ ....  ............. --............. _-.......... -. .. --..... -....... _--... _ ...... ..,-
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: [] Unstable [xl stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYl£RIZATION: [] May occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
[x] Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-t::IJIDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flale. 
-HAZARDOUS IJEflHlIlSITIOH PRODUCTS: 
May fora carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
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SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE IllATERIIl. IS RElEASED OR SPIllED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent laterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources---rlike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pump liquid 
into salvage tank-relaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers---prevent run-off ~o sewers or bodies of water---
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regUlations. 
-wASTE DISPOSIl. f£THOD: 
No special lethod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials • 
• • • . - -.. ---- _._-
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regulations also permit other NIOSHIMSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equipmt. 
supplier). En!lineering or adlinistrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient mechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GlOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chelical goggles, depending on exposure. 




.. •• ......... _ ......... _ ................. 8 .. • ________ ·_ .. 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
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. ____ Page: MATERIAL SAFETY DATA Sfm Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials C) 
Revised : 11/02106 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRfJNlllENTAL IM<S & COATINGS 
#1 QUALITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Emergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MOR6ANTON NC 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER MSED INKS Hi'ID COATINGS! none -) extreme 
Trade Nalle : AQUA SPARKLE II 872 GOLD 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 0 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : AS2Pi0872 
C. A. S. Number: MIXTURE 
Prepared By : TODD ~ 
Personal Prntection - B 
Title : 6QVT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INSREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure lilits ---- VP 
Ingredients CAS I '/. ACSIH/TlV OSHAIPa .. HS 
COPPER 7440-50-8 26.002 1 Ig/M3 1 Ig/M30 
STa= 1 1 
ZINC 744H6-6 11.144 5 Ig/M3 IgOO0 
PROPYLENE GlYCOL 57-55-6 4. ~ Undeterlined .1 
STa= HE Nt 
\ ISOPROPYL AlCOHGL 67-63-0 1.812 400 ppl 400 ppl 33 
STa= 500 500 
-f -} These items are listed on the SARA TITlE III Section 313 inventory ......... ___ ......... _ . ...". __ .......... _ _. ..... _. __ ._______ _r. __ 
SECTION I II - PHYSiCAl DATA 
Boiling Range: 180 - 365 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.01 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LlGUID;CHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
11111111 VOC INFORJIIATION HHHH 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 37.47 VOl...UME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VOC'S: 6.80 VOLUII£ PERCENT OF VOC'S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 55.73 VOI...lME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF 'JOC PER 6ALLON OF INK LESS WATER: .99 
LBS OF 'JOC PER 6ALLON OF TNV: 1.16 




Flallability Class: III 
-EXTIN6UISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: }200 F LEL: NONE 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chelical - Foal - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIII.. FlREFIGHTINS PmDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
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SECTION IV . FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD OOTA <cont.} 
-lINUSl!AI. FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Uapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source SOl2 distance f~1 laterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, smoking, electric lotors, 
h~aters, sparks fro; electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container lay explode • 
...... PIIR== ____________ tIIl· ........ ___ ........... 
SECTION V • HEAlTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERI'IISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS IF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spray;ist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and· even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, YOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of laterial into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneUionitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large alounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prolpt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and Nater, remove contalinated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vOliting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause enelical pneulonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adlinister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get medical attention • 
......... .....--......... . ,..,-_ ............ == .......................... --................ = .... - ..... """--
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: (] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYJIIERIZATION: [] May occur (x] Will not occur 
-INClIIlATIBILITY 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS m AVOID: 
Keep away fro; heat and open flame. 
-HAZARDOUS IIEtlJl!IlOSITION PRODUCTS: 
~y·for. carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
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SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
"' 
-sTEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE I'IATERIAI.. IS REL.EAS£I) OR SPIlLED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent laterial and transfer to hood. 
(AS2M0872) 
LAR6E SPILL: elilinate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers---prevent run-off ~o sewers or bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAl.. METHOD: 
No special lethod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. 
SECTION VI II - SPECIAl.. PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PRDTECTIDN: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regulations also perlit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equipat. 
supplier), Engineering or adllinistrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES:. 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
!iafety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 
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SECTION IX - SPECIAl.. PRECSlUTIONS 
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Page: 1 MATERIAl.. SAFElY OOTA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 10/10/06 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAl.. INKS & COATINGS 
11 GlJALITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Elergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MOREIlNTON NC 28655! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS! none -) extrele 
Trade Naile : FLU! III 424 GRAY 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 2 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : CK900591 
C. A. S. NUlber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Pre pared By : TODD REIlMAN 
Title : SOH AFFAIRS ClJORDlNATOR ------------.... _---_ ......... _ .. _ ........._ .... _-.. __ .. _ .. -
SECTION II - HAZAIIDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Lilits - VP 
Ingredients CAS i ~ ACSIHITlV OSHA/PEL II H6 
AMMONIIJIII HYDROXIDE 1336-21-6 4.780 25 ppl 35 ppl 450 
sra= 35 NE 
n-PROPANOL 71-23-8 5.844 200 PPII 200 ppi 13 
Sm=~250 
f -} These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
_ •• :dl'!!I!IUIBMII!IW'W_. ____ ...... __ •• ______ ..... -. r= 
SECTIIJI III - PHYSICAl.. DATA 
Boiling Range: 207 - 207 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.08 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LIGUIDjCHAMCTERISTIC ODOR 
11111111 VOC INfORMATION I1IIIII1 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 53.92 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VOC'S: 6.41 VOLUME PERCENT OF VOC'S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 39.67 VOLUME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF VOC PER 6ALLlJH OF INK LESS WATER: 1.31-
LBS OF VOC PER SALLON OF TNV: 1. 63 




Flallability Class: IlIA 
-EXTINGUISHING /E])IA: 
Flash Point: 140 F LEL: NONE 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chemical - Foal - Water fog 
Use water fDr cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAl FlREFIGHTINS PROCEDUREs: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
-t.lNIJSUAl FIRE & EXPL.OSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sOle distance frol laterial handling point. 
IgnitiDn sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 5-:::: ~ 0 
~ION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! R~sidual 
solvent vapor in elpty container lay explode. 
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SECTION V - HBlLTH HAZARD OOTA 
-PERI'IISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause moderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalati.on of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, vom-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of aaterial into the lungs 
can cause che.ical pneUJonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
. 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prolpt medical attention. 
Skin: Hash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contalinated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vomiting can causechelical pneullonitis HIlich 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adlinister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person war., quiet and 
get ledical attention. w
A
_ _ - .. ... e-_· 
SECTION VI - REOCTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: [l Unstable [xl Stable 
HAZARDOUS POlYMERIZATION: [l flIay occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
[xl Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flale. 
-HAZARDOUS llECIJIIIlOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
E .. .,...,._. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR lEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAREN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent laterial and transfer to hood. 
r _ 
LARGE SPILL: elilinate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-relaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 5 ~ 2 31 10 083 
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SECTION VII - SPILL OR l.E'm PROCEDURES (cont.) 
-wASTE DISPOSAl.. 1ETHIlD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials • 
..................... _ ... ____ .......................... - __ EII ______ __ 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAl PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exce~ded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ron;ental control. OSHA regulations also perlit other NIOSH/MSHR 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering Dr adlinistrative controls should be i.-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROlECTIVE Gl1IVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 
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SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECllIJTIONS 
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Page: 1 MATERlSi. SAFETY DATA SI£ET Printed : 01104/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 07122/05 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAl.. INKS & COATINGS 
ill GUALITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforaation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Elergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORSANTON He 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS! none -} extrele 
Trade Harte : CHRGMA PLUS PRO BLACK 1.7-3.0! 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 0 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : CPPKll 
C. It S. NUlLber: MIXTURE 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Personal Protection - B 
Title : l30VT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR ... __ ........... -= ......... ,· .. ·... r== ... __ ._ ... u... • ____ ... --... __ ........ ____ ...... __ 
SECTION II - HAZARIJIJUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Lilits - vp 
Ingredients CAS I '/. OCSIHlTLV osmtP8.. .1 H6 
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE 1336-21-6 2.642 25 ppl 35 ppl 450 
STa= 35 HE 
PRDPYL£NE GLYCOl 57-55-£ 2.595 Undeterained .1 
sm=~HE tJE 
108-01-0 1.805 S ppl S PPI 4 
STa= 2S 25 
* -} These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
~--.-.... ~---~-
SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 266 - 36S Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rah: 0.05 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: HAZY VISCOUS LIQUID; CHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
HHHH VDC Irf"ORMATION HHHH 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 49.86 VOl.IJlIIE PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VDC'S: 4.87 VOUJItIE PERCENT OF VDC'S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV' 5: 45.28 VOL/.JlitE PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF VOC PER SAI..LON OF IN{ LESS WATER: .90 




........... . ---- -- ._--_ ............ _ ...... __ ....... _-_. 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPUlSION HAZARD DATA 
Flallability Class: III 
-EXTINaJISHINS MEDIA: 
Flash Point: )200 F 
~on dioxide - Dry cheaical - Foal - Water fog 
La: NONE 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECUL FIREFIGHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
10 085 
Page: 2 ENVIRONMENTtl INKS & CDATINSS 
Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION I-l.AZARD DATA (cant.) 
-tJNlJSlR FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and may travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sOle distance from aaterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric motors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in elpty container lay explode. __ -______ __ ____ • ______ - _·M·_ 
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBlE EXPOSURE lEVEl: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS {f OUEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause moderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
. cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and> even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of laterial into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneuaonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prolpt ledical attention. 
Skin: Hash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contaainated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vOliting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chelical pneulonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adlinister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention • ..... ., ..... _ ....... ----,...., .. -----""""" ......... __ .... --..... ,.,.,------.. ---
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 




[ 1 May occur [x] Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep aNaY frol heat and open flale. 
-HAZARDOUS DEIlJlIIP05ITION PRODOCTS: 
~yforl carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
10 086 
Page: 3 ENVIRlJNI!IENT~ INKS & COATINGS 
Mahrial Safety Data Sheet for: (CPPI{W 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR IBlK PROCEDURES 
, 
-STEPS TO BE TAI<EN IN CASE MATERIAl IS REl..EA5ED OR SPILlED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent material and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: elilinate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-vent ilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent .aterial and shoveled into 
containers---prevent run-off ~o sewers or bodies of Nater-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPDS&l. I£nIIJD: 
No special lethod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. 
..... . -------...... _-----..... _ .. -............ , ..... 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAl... PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLIJ of the product is exceeded, a NIOSHIMSHA jointly approv-
ed ail" supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regulations also per.it other NIOSHIMSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. Isee your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or administrative controls should be it-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-IJENTIUlTII:W: 
~vide sufficient lechanical (general andlor local exhaust) 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GlOVES:·. 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chelical goggles, depending on exposure. 
-OTHER PROTECTIVE EUUIPJIIENT: 
NONE 
-ENGINEERING COORll.S: 
NONE .. _.. ·,.,·. ___ ...,." ..... ""_B. ____ " _____ ~ --
SECTION IX - SPECIAl... PRECOOTIONS 
-PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDlING AND STORING: 
NONE 
-oTI£R PRECAUTIONS: 
NONE _ft.. e.",. pM • ··_iW_ 





Page: I!fATERIll.. SAFETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised: 04/25196 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
.. 
Manuf'acturer: ENVIRQNlilENTAL INKS & COATINSS 
ill OOALIT'{ PRODUCTS ROiID 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Emergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORGANTON He 28655! Hazard Ratings: Health - 2 
PrOdlict Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS ! none -) extreme Fire - 2 
Trade Nale : PRINT CLEAN 0 -} 4 Reactivity - " 
PrOdlid Code : EC001355 
C. A. S. Nulber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD REDMHN 
Title : SOIlT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR ....... ----------------._.---------.-
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight --- Exposure lilits ---- liP 
Ingredients "/. OCSIHITlII OSHAIPEL II HS 





**+ ~ Ingredients in this product are listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 
if -} These itels are listed on the SARA TITlE III Section 313 inventory 
...... _---_ ..... == ... --_ ..... -...... _---------- • --
SECTION III - PHYSICAl DATA 
-Boiling Range: 266 - 279 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: a.ex n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: HAZY VISClJUS LIGUfDj CHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
11111111 VOC INFORMATION I1II1111 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: ." VOllJlllE PERCENT OF WATER: • 0 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VQC' S: 100. 0 VOlIJl!lE PERmIT OF IIOC' S: 131.34 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNY'S: • 0 VOllJl!lE PERCENT OF TNV'S: 31.34 
LBS OF voe PER SALLON OF INK LESS WATER: 8.80 
lBS OF yoe PER 6AlLON OF TNII: 28.08 
......... _-....... _ ...... _ .... --............. -, ................ ..,._ ............ _ .. ,-... ---_ ........ -............. _-
SECTION III - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flaslability Class: II 
-EXTIN6UISHINS I£DIA: 
Flash Point: 103 F TCC lEl: NOtJE 
£:arbon dioxide - Dry chelical - Foal - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-5PE1:HL FIREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
-I..lNI.lSI.ml FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sOle distance frol laterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, Slaking, ~lectric lotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
eJiUTION: Never use cutting torch on eapty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in elpty container lay explode. 10 088 
Page: 2 ENVIRONMENTAl INKS & COATINGS 
Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
-P£Rt!IISSIBlE EXPOSURE LEUR: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS {f OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearingj blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged Dr repeated contact can cause moderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalati.on of vapors andlor spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, vom-
iting and diarrheaj aspiration of material into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large alounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt medical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, remove contaminated 
clothing prolptlYi wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause chelical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adlinister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get medical attention • 
• iu •• W ......... ___ ~.. _. _______ • _n __ 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: [] Unstable [xl Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYf!!ERlZATIOti: [J May occur 
-INCIHtPATIBILITY 
[xl Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-ctJNDITHlNS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flale. 
-HAZAROOUS IlECQl!lP{JSITION PRDDOCTS: 
May form carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. ---------.. -------.-....... -------
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS Tn BE TAREN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent iaterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: elilinate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pump liquid 
into sal vage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent Dr other absorbent material and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers or bodies ,of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regUlations. 10 089 
" , 
Page: 3 ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & COATINGS 
Material Safety Data Sheet for: (EC001355) 
___ ...... == ......... --............ --... -1II-................... =.. -.. ------... , __ ......... _ ' 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES (cont~) 
-wASlE DISPOSAL lETI1OD: 
No special lethod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. ____ .... ___ ,.,-_n ........ aDl ... __ .......... ___ Sl ... _ .. _......... _ ............................ _-
SECTION VIII - SPECIAl.. PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exce.l!ded, a tUOSH/1GlA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regUlations also perlit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or adlinistrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to laintain exposure below JLV. 
-PROTECTIVE 6IJJVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chelical goggles, depending on exposure. 
-onER PROTECTIVE EIllIPtlENT: 
NONE 
-ENSINEERING CONTROLS: 
t4!H: - .. w_ __ _______________ _ • 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
-PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN filNDLING AND STORIN6: 
NONE 
-oTHER PRECAUTIONS: 
NONE .. •............... -IlI_tJiII-.......... __ ... · __ .... ...,II1I_ ......... _________ __rr ____ 
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_ Page: 1 MATERIAl SAFETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised: 07/31/03 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
f!lanufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAl INKS! COATINGS 
11 GUAlITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Infuriation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Emergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORSHNTON NC 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS! none -} extrelle 
Trade Naill! : PAPER PH ADJUSTE.q 0 -) 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 0 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : EC001552 
C. A. S. NUlber: MIXTURE 
Prepared By : TODD IlEDi'4flN 
Personal Protection - B 
Title : SOVT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
.. ----------- . ---.. _---.... _-------
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INSREDIOOS 
Weight - Exposure Limits - VP 
I ngred i ent s CAS • '/. ACSIHITlV OSHA/Pa I. H6 
PROPRIETARY AMINE 124-68-5 9.000 Undeterlined 1 
STEI..= NE NE 
+If ~ Ingredients in this product are listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 
'f -} These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION III - PHYSICAl DATA 
-Boiling Range: 212 - 329 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
[yap. Rate: 0.0 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: HAZY VISCOUS LIUUID; CHARACTERISTIC DOOR 
HHlfH voe INFORJIIATIIJN HHHH 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 90.89 VallI PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VOC'S: 9. 0 VOLUME PERCENT OF 'JOC'S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: .11 VOLl..IME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
laS OF \Ioe PER GALLON OF 1M{ LESS WATER: 19.33 




- ~.. --! ... --.... --............. --..... ~-
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flatlability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING lI/EDIA: 
Flash Point: )209 F 
~rbon dioxide - Dry chemical - Foal - Water fog 
LB.: NONE 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAL FlREFISHTING PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
-lJNUStJRl FIRE , EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sose di stance frol material handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, ~lectric lotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. . (j ,- n 
CfHJTION: Never use cutting torch on elpty containers! Residual ~ - ,~" ~ 
solvent vapor in elpty container lay explode. 10 091 
Page: 2 ENVI~AL INKS & COATIt\'6S 
t1aterial Safety Data Sheet for: 
fIU!(II:iIlBl!IIlIIl!!!!!Ul&:BA&b£&SiiWI'B=r= ...-a_ ..... ..., ....... =............. = ..... -----=rrr ..... tIUUI .... - .. -.. __ .... __ ... • 
SECTION V - ""am HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABlISHED 
-EFFECTS IF OIJEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause moderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalati.on of vapors and/or spraYlList can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, 1.101-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of saterial into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prolpt Dedical attention • 
. Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contaDinated 
clothing promptly; Nash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person Karl, quiet and 
get aedical attention; aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause·chelical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person wart, quiet and 
get medical attention. 
_IUUU!!I .... _ ••••• _ _~ ____ ". __ _ 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 




[ 1 May occur [xl Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-cmIDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frOI heat and open flale. 
-HAZAADOUS IlE!lJtIlOSITION PRODOCTS: 
May for; carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS 1U BE TAREN IN CASE MATERIAL IS IlEl.EASED OR SPILLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite Dr other absorbent iaterial and transfer to hood. 
LJqRSE SPILL: elilinate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent Dr other absorbent material and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 5 ~ 2 4 0 
10 092 
Page: 3 ENVIflIJNI!IENfAL INKS & COATINGS 
~terial Safety Data Sheet for; 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR lEAK PROCEDURES !cont.} 
-wASTE DISPOSSI. METHOD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL. PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is eXC2.eded, a NI05H/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regUlations also permit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or adlinistrative controls should be il-
plemented to reduce exposure. 
-IJENTIUlTION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaust> 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PRDTECTIIJE EUJVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EVE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chelical goggles, depending on exposure. 




. ... " ... 
_~.·nm~M_· .. ema. __ ·D·EU_·mmuml.~a.mm:mmmmm_m·m_m_m._.m··_·~ __ .n_wnm~m.m •• m.m. 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
-PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING: 
NONE 
-OTHER PRIDlUTIONS: 
NONE _" •• ···M._" __ ~ __ "· ,, ___ ._ ....... 




-0 Page: 1 MATERIAL SlHTY DATA SfEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 01/19/05 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
. 
Manuf"acturer: ENVlflONl!lBITAL INKS & COATINGS 
11 OOALITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
EJergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORGANTON ~l: 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: Health - 1 
Product Class: WATER BASED INHS AND COATINGS! none -i extrese Fire - 0 
Trade Nase : FILM III C. REFLEX BLL'E 0 -} 4 Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : EH020950 
~. A. S. NUillber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TIlDD REDMAN 
Title : SOH AFFAIRS COORDINATOR .............. -------...... _---_._= . --
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure lilits - VP 
Ingred ients CAS I ~ ACSIH/TLV OSHAIPEL 111116 
IlM\IlONIIJl!I HYDROXIDE 1336-21-£i 2.92325 pp; 35 ppl 450 
STa= 35 NE 
DIJilETHYLETHANOUIMlNE 108-01-0 0.574 5 ppm 5 ppl 4 
STa=" 25 25 
I -} These itels are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
..,.,......., .. T ......... "..~ __ ........ ______ ...... _ 
SECTION III - PIf{SICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 266 - 279 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.06 K n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LIOOIDjCHAROCTERISTIC ODOR 
IIIUUII vue U.FORMATIOH HHHU 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 55.11 VOLM PERCENT OF WArtH: 
WEI GHT PERCENT OF VOC' 5: 1.49 VOLM PERCENT OF VOC' 5: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 43.40 VOLI.JME PERCENT OF TNV' 5: 
LBS OF VOC PER GALLON OF INK LESS WATER: .31-




_ .. _ft_ __. _____ ......... ....-. ____ . 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flal!llability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING tlEDIA: 
Flash Point: )200 F 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chemical - FOal - Water fog 
ill: NONE 
Use water for cooling taterial stared in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECHI.. FIREFIGHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure aode. 
-IHJSt1I:I.. FIRE , EXPLDSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source some distance fro. taterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks fro. electrical switches and static discharges. 
~ION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers~ Residual 
solvent· vapor in elPty container lay explode. 
10 094 
Page: 2 ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & COATINGS 
t4aterial Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION V - H8!l..TH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVEL: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECIS OF OUEREXPOSl.JRE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause moderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalati.on of vapors and/or spray;ist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of material into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneulonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contalinated 
clothing prolptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vOliting! Keep person warm, quiet and 
get medical attentiDnj aspiration of saterial into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause chelical pneuZlonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention. 
,., ... .,~,. ......... ....,"" • ..,. .___ ,._ .... -"'""' ...... -""""' .......... - ....... IZl!IS!!I!!Il!I!JHIDBJ!! __ _
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 




[ ] May occur [xl Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away from heat and open flail'. 
-HAZMDOUS J>EI::OMPOSITI(}j PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
-----------------.------------
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE NATERIAI.. IS REl...EASED OR SPILLED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent laterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: elilinate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-relaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, ~tate and fed-
eral regulations. .s - 2 ~ 3 10 095 
_ PaQe: 3 ENVIROr.J"IlENTAL INKS t COATINGS 
() Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR !ElK PROCEDURES (cont.) 
-wASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: 
No special lethod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. 
(EH020S50) 
B'!!II-8l!!!iIlSSI~"'DR·· ___ ~i"_IIIUIl __ ·"_"' __ "___ ""''''''''''''''''-''''=l __ 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFO~IATIflN: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTEl.'iION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSHA regulations also perlit other NIOSHIMSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety eQuiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or adlinistrative controls should be ii-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 
-tlTIER PRllTECTIVE EIIDIPtiENT: 
NONE 
-ENGINEERING CONTROLS: 
NONE .. _ ... -QIl._ ......... _______ ... __________ .. "8' __ 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIOtJS 
-PRECOOTHlNS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDlING AND STORING: 
NOtlE 
-tlTI£R PRECAUTIONS: 
NONE - ..... ___ ~ ___ II!lIII!I __ ... __ ........... _= .... __ .. ___ __ 




Page: MATERIAl.. SAfETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04107 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 12/18/06 
!HH!!~""""""",_._··· ______ .......... "'m_r ____ r== •• 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL IM<S & COATINGS 
#1 OOALITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Elergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORGANTON NC 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER MSED INKS AND COATINGS! none -) extreile 
Trade Name : FlU! III C YaLOW FR 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 0 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : EH0..1"'0562 
C. A. S. NUlLber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Title : SOH AFFAIRS COORDINATOR .sr.-.,,.... zr;rrr=rr .. -_____ ------___ 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure U.its - VP 
Ingredients CAS i % ACSIH/TLV DSHA/P8. III H6 





.* -) These items are listed on the SAP~ TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
'_ .. a:asa ___ .... ___ ..... ___ * _ .... "8BI!!I:!UUl!! ..... 
SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 0 - 0 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
-Evap. Rate: 0.09 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLOREIlVISCOUS LIIlIID;CHARACTERISTIC DOOR 
IIIII!II VOC INFORMATION IIII1111 
WEISHT PERCENT OF WATER: 55.31 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VOC'S: .76 VOLUME PERCENT OF VOC'S: 
WEISHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 43.93 VOLUME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF VOC PER 6ALLDN OF 1M< LESS WATER: .16 




______ ~. _- -__ •• _.mrnr=rr*ri _-. __ 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Fla!lliability Class: III Flash Point: }200 F LEL: NONE 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
~bon dioxide - Dry chelical - Foal - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAl FIREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
-I.JNUSI.1Al FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and aay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sOle distance frol laterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilDt lights, sloking, electric motors, 
heat~rs, sparks frol electrical switches and static dischargEs. 
CfUlTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container lay explode. 10 097 
'~', Page: 2 ENVIIIDNflENTAI.. INKS & COOTIHGS 
,'>'o' -,.\ 
( i"j Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
IE!l'@MIIECZ __ .. _ ....... _ .. __ .....,""""'· .................. • . = .... =.. ·,__ • .. _-._. =_ ..... _ 
SECTION V - I£lLTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS (F OIJEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged Dr repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of laterial into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST IUD: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prolpt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contalinated 
clothing prolptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vOliting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of aaterial into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause>chelical pneulonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adlinister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention. _...... --.---------------
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY OOTA 
STABlITY: [] Unstable [xl Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: [] May occur [xl Will not occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flame. 
-HAZARDOUS IlECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR lBlK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TI-lKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent material and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading--ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent Dr other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers Dr bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 10 098 
Page: 3 ENVIRIJNl!ENTIl. INKS & COATINES 
Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTIDN UII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES (cont.l 
-wASTE DISPOSAL /£THOD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials • 
• _ H *+ ..... __ JaiS .. ___ !!!fP!!. __ ...,_IlIIID ...... __ ... _ .... ·"",, __ 
SECTION UIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESP I RATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exce~ded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regulations also perl it other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or adlinistrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaustl 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses Dr chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 




SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 




.. _ ........ _ ..... .....,. _____ pse ____ ... , .. _ ..... _.................. ____ "1Il!I-_A 




Page: 1 JllATERlfl.. SAFETY DATA S!£ET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 12/13/06 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & cOOTINSS 
ii QUALITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
EJergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
fi1ORSANTON NC 28655! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER MSED INKS AND COATINGS ! none -) extreme 
Trade Nale : F III WARM RED FR " -) 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 2 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : EH051045 
C. A. S. Nuaber: MIXTURE 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Personal Protection - B 
Title : 60VT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Limits ---- VP 
Ingredients CAS I ;( AC6IHlTLV OSHAIPa illiG 
AMMONII.Jl!I HYDROXIDE 1336-21-6 4.028 25 ppl 35 ppl 450 
STa= 35 liE 
71-23-8 5.488 200 ppm 200 pPI 13 
STa::.2!)0 
* -) These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
.......,..,., . .,... .......... • .. •.... · ,. ..___ .... __ """"'-.. -....,. .. ___ ..... .., __ u,.... ..... •__ ......... __ ""_ 
SECTION I II - PHYSICAL DATA 
Bailin!} Range: 207 - 207 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.07 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Lighter than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LIOOIDjCHAflACTERISTIC DOOR 
HHHH VOC INFORMATION HHHH 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WflTER: 54.68 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 57.70 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VOC! S: 6.16 VOLIJl!IE PERCENT OF VOC'S: 8.09 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 3'3.16 VOLI.JitIE PERCENT OF TNV'S: . 34.22 
LBS OF !Joe PER GAlLON OF INK LESS WATER: 1.2B 
LBS OF !Joe PER GALLON OF TNV: 1. sa ..... ...__.__ .M. _ ____.__ •• _-. . ... _ __ 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flallllllability Class: IlIA 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: 140 F 
~bon dioxide - Dry cheaical - FOal -Hater fog 
Use water for cooling material stored in vicinity of fire. 
-6PECIAl FIREfISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
-t.N.ISl.R... FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and may travel along the ground to 
an ignition source some distance frol material handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, Slaking, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
~ION: Never use cutting torch on elpty containers! Residual 
solvent<vapor in empty container may explode. 
10 100 
Page: 2 ENVIRONMENTAL INKS &. COATI~IGS 
~terial Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION V - ~ TH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa.: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS IF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearingj blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
(8-1051045) 
Breathing: excessive inhalati.on of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of material into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large alounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt medical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contalinated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vOliting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause· chemical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adlinister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person war;, quiet and 
get ledical attention. _"""",.,.._!IJEIIIJIJIl!!f sa • _ ....... st _______ ____ 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: [J Unstable [xl Stable 
HAZARDOUS Pfl..YMERIZATION: [l May occur [xl Will not occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away from heat and open flale. 
-HAZARDOUS lJECOIIIPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
~y fori carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
_*¥F ___ -
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE /lIATERI~ IS RELEASED OR SPIlLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,ver;icu-
lite Dr other absorbent laterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources~ike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-relaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers Dr bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 10 101 
Page: 3 E:"f'VIRONMENTAL INKS & rfl~-'-S 
I . Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR !Ell{ PROCEDURES (cont. I 
-wASTE DISPOSAL. METHOD: 
No special lethod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. 
f 1Uf1I!!Ia""-!! ..... IIIl .... _.,."".I¥l·.""""' ..... _~._" __ _ ••• 




If TLV of the product is exce~ded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSHA regulations also permit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or administrative controls should be il-
plemented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaustl 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 




SECTION IX - SPECIAl.. PRECAUTIOt5 








Page: 1 MATERIAl.. SAFETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 02113/06 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
., 
pt.anufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAl.. INKS & COATINGS 
# i oo::lLITY PRODUCTS RDAD 
Information Phone: 828-438-1922 
Emergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORSANTON Nt 28655 ~ Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS! none -} extrelle 
Trade Name : FIUl III C 0PA!iUE WHITE 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 2 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : EH070046 
C. A. S. Number: MIXTURE 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Personal Protection - B 
Title : SOH AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZRRDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Lilits -- VP 
Ingredients CAS i 'f. ACSIH/TLV OSHAIPEL 1111 H6 
AMMDNIUM HYDROXIDE 1336-21-£ 1.825 25 ppl 35 ppll 450 
STEL= 35 HE 
ALUM I NlJl!I TR I HYDRATE 21645-51-2 1.175 10 Ig/M3 15 Iglf!I30 
n-PROPANOL 71-23-B 6.786"200 . ppl 200 ppll 13 
STEL= 250 
f -} These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 207 - 207 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.05 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COlORED VISCOUS LIIlliIDjCHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
11111111 VDC INFORMATION **~ 
WEISHT PERCENT OF WATER: 30. B7 VOIJ.JME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEISHT PERCENT OF !JDC'S: 7.2B VOLIJl!IE PERCENT OF VDC'S: 
WEISHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 61.85 VOLUME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF 'JDC PER GALLON OF INK LESS WATER: .95 
LBS OF !Joe PER GIllON OF TNV: 1.11 




Flaallahility Class: IlIA 
-EXTI~I5HINS MEDIA: 
Flash Point: 130 F La: NONE 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chellical - Foal - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAL FlREFIGHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with~a full facepiece· 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure Rode. 
)-I.JNUSlJAL FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZRRDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along .the ground to 
an ignition source sOle distance frot laterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, Slaking, electric Rotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting tot'Cn on empty containers~ Residual 
solvent vaoor in P!otv containpr a~v p~nlnnp_ 
,... r:: -I 
-..: ~ -~-. 
10 103 
Page: 2 ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & COATINGS /'-J Material Safety Data Sheet for: (EH070046) 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA (cont.) 
, 
-l.lNUSl.UlL FIRE , EXPLOSION HAZARDS: (cont.) 
SECTION V - HEALTH PJUARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE lEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, r.edness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or sprayaist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of laterial into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt medical attention. > 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and. water, relove contaminated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vOliting! Keep person war., quiet and 
get medical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause chelical pneuaonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: Bove affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person wars, quiet and 
get medical attention. 
SECTION VI - REOCTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: [] Unstable [xl Stable 
HAZAROOUS POLYMEIHZAmlN: [] May occur [xl Will not occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flale. 
-HAZARDOUS DECQI!IJOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fOri carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. -..... -----... -.................... --.~. ---------
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS REI..BlSED OR SPILLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent laterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pUlP liquid 
into salvage tank-rellaining liquid lay be taken up with sa.nd, 
floor a.bsorbent Dr other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers Dr bodies of water---
5- 10 104 
Page: 3 ENVIRONMENTAL INKS' COATINGS 
Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LBlK PROCEDURES (cont.) 
1 -STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIA-IS ~ OR SPILLED (cont.) 
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSfl J!IETHOD: 
1 No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the dispo>al of laterials • 
(81070046) 
.... s. !iMaM". .. •••••• ..,_ •• __ ••• ._____._ ............... __ .... __ ...... -.. 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFO~TION: 
":RE5P I AATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSHfMSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSHA regulations also perlit other NIOSHfMSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or administrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaustl 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GlOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: ., 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 




,.. ....... ---.. _-_. __ .--_.----- ---
SECTION IX - SPECIIU. PRECAUTIONS 
-PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING: 
NONE 
-oTI£R PRECAUTIONS: 
NONE -_ ..... ""_ ..... _ ...................................... ---..."...----------.-





,~Page: JllATERIAL SAFETY OOTA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
) For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 09118/06 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & COATINGS 
ii OOflLITY PRODUCTS ROOD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Elergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORSmITON Nt 28655! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS HND COATINGS ! none -} extrue 
Trade Nale : A.S.S72 GOLD(SEE CMB00B0D 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 0 
Reactivity - " 
Product Code : EH080497 
C. A. S. Number: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD REIlifilN 
Title : 60VT AFFAIRS ClJORDlNATOR 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Limits -- VP 











25.983 1 IglM3 1 Ig/M30 
STa= 1 1 
11.136 5 IglM3 Ig//I130 
0.426-5 Ppl 5 Ppl 4 
·STa= 25 25 
8.148 Undehrtined .1 
STa= NE NE 
2.698 100 ppl 100 ppl .3 
STa= 100 100 
i -} These itels are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
.....,..... •• 6 _. _____ - _____ - _____ -_ 
SECTION III - PHYSICAL OOTA 
Boiling Range: 266 - 396 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.0 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS UOOIDjCHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
IIIIIIB vee INFORMATIo.~ HHflU 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 32.17 VOLllME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VDC'S: 11.27 VOLI.JME PERCENT OF VDC'S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 56.56 VOLUtE PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF VOC PER 6AUllN OF INK LESS WATER: 1.50 
LBS OF VOC PER 6ALLo.~ OF TNV: 1.94 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flailillability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING ~IA: 
Flash Point: )200 F 
Carbon dioxide - Dry che;ical - Foal - Water fog 





Page: 2 ENVlROt~AL INKS & COATINGS 
Material Safety Data Sheet for: (EH080497) 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA (cont.) 
-SPECI!l. FIREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
-I.HJSUAL FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source some distance fro. laterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric aotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container may explode • ...... -_. =-- , ... ----------------_ .. -
SECTION V - H8lLTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBlE EXPOSURE l.E1JEL: 
NOT ESTABlISI£D 
-EFFECTS IF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause mDderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of -vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, YOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of laterial into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneUlonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prolPt medical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contaminated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause chemical pneusonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention. 
m .......... _ . . ........ .., .... __ .. _...... _______ ___ ... _. __ ... _ ........... _-..,._ 
SECTION VI - REOCTIVITY DATA 




[ ] May occur [x] Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-aJNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flame. 
10 107 
-. 
Page: 3 ENVIRONMENiAL INKS & CfJATI~ 
Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION VI - REOCTIVITY DATA (cont.) 
-HAnlROOUS IlEC£1MPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon monoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc • ... ~~_a;:___ .IBIRCna __ 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TIl BE rA19 IN CASE JllATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent laterjal and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: elilinate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pUllp liquid 
into salvage tank-rellaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
J floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers Dr bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-YASTE DISPOSIl. I£THIID: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. --------- ----=,.,_ .... _-_ ... --....... --_.--........ =_ .. --....... _--.. -..,-
SECTION VIII - SPECIAl PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATIlRY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSHA regulations also perlit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equipat. 
supplierl. Engineering or adlinistrative controls should be im-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/of local exhaust) 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROlECTION: 
Safety glasses or chelical goggles, depending on exposure. 




...... =rn ----------... _------_.--
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
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Page: 1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA stET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 01/22102 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & COATINGS 
11 QUPlITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Emergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORGANTON HC 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: Health - 1 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS! none -} extreme Fire - 0 
Trade Nale : AQUA SPARKLE 874 SOlD 0 -) 4 Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : EH080499 
Go A. S. Number: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD R£Ill!!flN 
Title : GOVT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
_______ --___ -nnr=· ______ =__ _ .. ' __ 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INSREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Lilits -- VP 
Ingredients CASt '/. ACSIHlTLV OSHAIPEL III H6 
COPPER 7440-50-8 29.292 1 191M3 1 IglM30 
STa= 1 1 
ZINC 7440-66-6 6.426 5 191M3 Ig/O 
D lMETHYI..ETHANlJINE 108-01-0 0.409·5 ppl 5 ppl 4 
STa= 25 25 
; PROPYLENE 6l YCOL 57-55-6 7.840 Undeterlined .1 
STa= NE NE 
N-METHi'LPYRROLlOONE 872-50-4 2.580 102 pPI 100 ppl .3 
STa= 102 100 




SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boil ing Range: 266 - 396 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.0 x n-Butyl Acetate Liqllid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LIUUIDjCHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
fHHHf VOC INFORMATION IIIUlII 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 34.06 VIJWltlE PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERC8IT OF VOC'S: 10.83 VOLUME PERCENT OF VOC'S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF ruv'S: 55.11 VOLUME PERCENT OF ruv'S: 
LBS OF VOC PER 6A!..LON OF INK LESS WAltH: 1.49 




_._a.- e __ "_-__._ 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPlOSION HAZARD DATA 
} Flallllability Class: III Flash Point: }200 F 
J -EXTlNEUiSHINS MEDIA: 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chemical - Foa; - Water fog 
1 Use· water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
J 
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t4aterial Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSIG.~ HAZARD DATA (cont.) 
-SPEClli. FIREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
Dperated in pressure deland Dr other positive pressure lode. 
-l.JNUSUSl FIRE , EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sOle distance frol laterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electric~l switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container lay explode. 
SECTION V - HBlI... TH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBlE EXPOSURE LEVEL: 
NOT ESTABlISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause moderate irrit-
ation, defatting, der;atitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of .vapors and/or spraYllist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
SwallOWing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrheaj aspiration of aaterial into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneulonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contalinated 
clothing prolptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vOliting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause chellcal pneulonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adlinister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, qUiet and 
get ledical attention. 
s:&:ifJEabB5'fe····"· ....... ~Bl·· ........... , _ .... _ImIlI_ ... " ...-IlIUIIJ_...,.· ...... m .... ".~ ____ • 
STARLITY: [J Unstable 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: 
-I~TIBIlITY 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
[xl Stable 
[ 1 May occur [xl Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
}-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
./ 
Keep away frol heat and open flale. 
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SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA <cont.) 
-HAZARDOUS IlIDJI!POSITION PRIlDl.£TS: 
May fors carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc • .. -.... _ .... --... ---... _ ....__ .. _ .................... __ ............. _-
SECTION VII - SPILL OR lEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS ID BE TAKEN IN CSISE J!lATERIAl IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent laterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: elilinate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank---relaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers---prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAl METHOD: 
No special lethod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. 
fJ:...a& ..... __ ... z-..................... ____ .. __ .._____ •••• ____ .......... _ .................. _.. __ ._ 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
'-RESPIRAIDRY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised- in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regUlations also perlit other NIOSHIMSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equip.t. 
supplier). Engineering or adlinistrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
P7-ovide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE 6LOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chelical goggles, depending on exposure. 
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SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
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For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised: 01122103 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
, 
ManuFacturer: ENVIRONMENTAl. INI<S & COATINGS 
Itl QUALITY PRODUCTS ROOD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Esergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MJREANTON Nt: 28655! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BA.SED INI<S AND COATINGS! none -} extrelle 
Trade Nalle : SPECIAl. FIUI BUlC!{ ES FR 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 1 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : 81091658 
C. A. S. NUlber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Title : 60VT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR .............. -~---" ..... ---- .--- ---
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Limits -- VP 
Ingredients CAS I ~ ACSIHITLV OSHA/PR II HS 
AMMONIfJt HYDROXIDE 1336-21--6 3.36525 pp. 35 pp. 450 
sm= 35 NE 
DI~IN£ 108-01-0 0.295 5 ppm 5 ppm 4 
Sm=o25 25 
.. n-PROPllNOL 71-23-8 ·3.931 200 ppll 200 PPI 13 
sm= 250 
+ -} These itels are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory -_. - .-------------------
SECTION II I - PHYSICAl. DATA 
Boiling Range: 2.07 - 279 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.06 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LWUIDjCHARACTERISTIC DOOR 
HHHH VDC INFORMATION HHHH 
WEISHT PERCENT OF WATER: 54.71 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VDC'S: 4.70 VOUJME PERCENT OF VDC'S: 
WEISHT PERCENT OF lNV' 5: 40.59 VOLUME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
lBS OF VOC PER SAlLON OF INK LESS WATER: .98 
lBS OF VOC PER SPJ..LON OF TNV: 1. 14 




Flallability Class: IlIA 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: 150 F ill: NONE 
~bon dioxide - Dry chemical - Foa; - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAL FIREFI6HTINS PROCEDURES: . 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiec2 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
5-262 10 114 
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Material Safety Data Sheet for: (EP~l558) 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND cAPLOSION HAZf.lRD DATA (cont. J 
-uNUSUAL FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source soae distance fro; ;aterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on elPty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in elpty container lay explode. 
SECTION V - HEPJ...TH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBlE EXPOSURE LEVEL: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EfFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vi si on. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or sprayaist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and"even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of material into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneulonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large alounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prolpt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contalinated 
clothing prolptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause chelical pneulonitis whic~ 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adlinister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention • 
.......... ___ ...........,...·==_=·_.-..--ISliI ...... -__ · 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: (] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: [] May occur 
-I~TIBIlITY 
(x] Will not occur 
Avoid C1lntact with strong oxidizers (e.g. nitric acid ) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away fro. heat and open flale. 
-HAZAROOlIS IlECIJI!PIJSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
10 115 
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, .. ) Ma.terial Safety Data Sheet for: (Etml658) 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
" 
-sTEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS ~ OR SPILLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,veraicu-
lite or other absorbent material ~,d transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: elilinah all ignition sources--dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent material and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAl.. JIIETHOD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. ---------... __ .. -----------.----
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regulations also perlit other NI~~/MSHR 
respirators under sped fied conditions. {see your safety equiplt. 
supplierl. Engineering or adainistrative controls should be i;-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaustl 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIIJE 6I..DVES: ' 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chelical goggles, depending on exposure. 




_ .............. rrn_ _ -==_ nn ____ = __ -.a __ _ 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 




......................... -"..., ...... ,.,.& .... ""'&_ .......... ""' ... __ • ___ ,_. •• ... M._···· _____ 
SECTION X - OTHER RE6l.lLATORY INFORMATION 
-sHIPPING Itf1JRl!IATION 
NONE 
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Revised : 09123104 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
., 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & COOTINSS 
11 QOOLITY PRODUCTS RrnD 
Information Phone: 828-438-1922 
Emergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORGANTlJN Nt: 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS ! none -} extreme 
Trade tJm : PRO PlUS EXTENDER VARNISH 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 1 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : PlUS01~ 
C. A. s. tJu;ber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By ; TODD REDMAN 
Title : SOH AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
JIIItIII!1S:a:saaIUUll!l~ ___ .....umnur_ ------. 
SECTION II - HIllilROOUS IN6REDIOOS 
Weight --- Exposure Lilits ---- VP 
Ingredients CAS I ~ ACSIH/TLV OSHAIPEL II H6 
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE 1336-21-6 5.11025 pPI 35 ppl 450 
STEL= 35 NE 
n-PROPANOL 71-23-8 1.471 200 pPI 200 pPI 13 
STEL=~250 
ETl-IA.~IN£ 141-43-5 ·2.003 3 ppl 3 ppl .2 
STEL= 6 6 
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 67-63-0 0.801 400 pPI 400 pPI 33 
STEL= 500 500 
PROPYLENE 6L YCOL 57-55-6 5.991 Undeterlined .1 
aTEL= N£ NE 
+ -} These itels are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 180 - 554 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.08 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: HAZY VISCOUS LIrnJIDj CHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
HHHH VDC INFORMATION H-.HHH 
WEIGHT PERCrnT OF WATER: 57.98 VOUlME PE.l(C£NT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCOO OF VOC'S: 10.41 VOLUME PERCENT OF VDC'S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 31.60 ~OLM PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF \lOC PER 6illON OF INK LESS WATER: 2.36 
LBS OF VOC PER 6illON OF TNV: 3. 64 




Flaillability Class: IlIA 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: 150 F LEL: NONE 
~rbon dioxide - Dry cheBical - Foal - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity, of fire. 
65 
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SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAlllRD DATA <cont.) 
-SPECHt FIREFISHTING PROCEDURES: 
Use seif-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure demand or other positive pressure lode. 
-l.lNUSI..JA. FIRE & EXPlOSION IiAlllRDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sOle distance frol aaterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container lay explode. 
SECTION V - HBlLTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERflIISSIBlE EXPOSURE LEva: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-fFFEC IS r.F OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vi sion. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of ·vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of laterial into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-fIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nall Yi get prolPt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, reaove contaminated 
clothing prolptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vOliting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get medical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chelical pneulonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention. 
SECTION VI .,. REACTIVITY DATA 
STABlITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: [] May occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
[xl Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
'-ClJNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flale. 
5 ~ 66 10 118 
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SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA (cont.) 
-HAZARDOUS DEmlPOSITIIJN PRODUCTS: 
May fOri cat'bon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
~_azau 'rrmre====""-
SECTI[1~ VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAREN IN CASE MATERIAL IS REl..EASED OR SPILLED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent later.ial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eli.inate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent material and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water---
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSSi.. I4E1lIlD: 
No special lethod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. 
-_.. -----.. -----------... =.--."..-
SECTION VI I I - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFOllMflTION: 
i-RESPIRATDRY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronaental control. OSHA regulations also perl it other NIOSHIMSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or adlinistrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient mechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE 6LOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chelical goggles, depending on exposure. 




SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
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SECTION X - OTHER RE6Ul...ATORY INfORJ!!ATION 
-sHIPPING INFORMATION 
NDh'E 
5 ~ 68 
(PUJS0100) 
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Revised : 04117/06 
SECTION 1 - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL I~S & COATINGS 
11 QUALITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Elergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MDRSAI'ITON Nt 286J""5 ! Hazard Ratings: Health - 1 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AI"ID COATINGS ! none -) extrele Fire - 1 
Trade Nalle : PRO PLUS SP LINE EXTENDER 0 -) 4 Reactivity - 0 
Prod uct Code : PLlJS0120 
C. A. S. NUlber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Title : SOVT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
~~_._~_. __ -'·-.'ma 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight --- Exposure Lilits ---- VP 
Ingredients CAS II ~ ACSIH/TLV OSHA/Pa II HS 
n-PRfJPANOl 71-23-8 2.494 200 ppl 200 pPI 13 
STEL= 250 
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE 1336-2Hi 2.468 25 pPI 35 pPI 450 
STEL=-35 NE 
ETHANfJl..P,MINE 141-43-5 -0.999 3 pPI 3 ppll .2 
STEL= b Ii 
+H AU Ingredients in this product are listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 
-f -) These itels are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 207 - 339 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.04 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: HAZY VISCOUS LIUUIDj CHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
fiififii VOC INFORMATION IIII!II! 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF lilTER: 62.31 VOU.lME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEISHT PERCENT OF VOC'S: 3.51 VOlUME PERCENT OF 'JOC'S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 34.18 VOLUME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF voe PER SAlLON OF INK LESS WATER: • 90 




.,,_ _~__ ,.,._ .... AM _______ _ 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flalllability Class: IlIA 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: 150 F 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chemical - Foal - Water fog 
LEL: NONE 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAl FlREFISHTING PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure demand or other positive pressure lode. 
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SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HIlZARD DATA !cont.) 
-UNUSUAL FIRE , EXPLlJSIot~ HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and may travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sale distance fro; aaterial handling point. 
Ignition soUt~es include pilot lights, sloking, electric Jotors, 
heaters, sparks fro; electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTIDt~: Never use cutting torch on eapty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container lay explode. 
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBlE EXPOSURE LEVEl.: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearingj blurred 
vi sion. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated cnntact can cause aoderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and· even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, vom-
iting and diarrheaj aspiration of laterial into the lungs 
can cause cheaical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large alounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contaminated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NDT induce vOliting! Keep person war., quiet and 
get medical attention; aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause chemical pneulonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get medical attention. 
SECTION ~I - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABlITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYJi1£nIZATION: [] May occur [x] Will not occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-IllNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flame. 
-HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbDn lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
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) Material Safety Data Sheet for: (PLtJS0120) 
"""!D'~-~.9** .M .... liltal=e=Pl5!!!P!jfJpI., .. • r ... """"". __ _ 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LBl!{ PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE l'IATERIAL IS REl.EASED OR SPILLED 
&\W,LL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite Dr other absorbent laterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eli;inate all ignition sGurces---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-venti late area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent material and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off ~o sewers or bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL l£THOD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of materials. 
!DI:il!!Ifew _____ a_-____.ae ____________________ _ 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
~IRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSHIMSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSHA regulations also peruit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or administrative controls should be im-
plemented to reduce expDsure. 
-VENTI~TION: 
Provide sufficient mechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE SLOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROIt.CTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 
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~Page: MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials ) 
Revised : 01/03/07 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
, 
Manufacturer: ENVIRCfij .... 1ENTAL INKS & CGATINSS 
i 1 QUALITY PRODUCTS RGAD 
InforDation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Emergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MDRSPJITON NC 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS! none -) extreme 
Trade Nate : PRO PLUS PROCESS CYAN BWE FR! 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 0 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code: PLUS0200 
C. A. S. NUillber: MIXTURE 
PrspHared By : TODD REDMAN 
Personal Protection - B 
Title : SOVY AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INSREDIBITS 
Weight --- Exposure Lilits ---- VP 
Ingredients CAS i ,; ACSIHITLIJ OSHAIPEL IIHS 
Ar~IUM HYDROXIDE 1336-21-6 1.902 25 ppl 35 pPI 450 
Sill= 35 NE 
141-43-5 1.411 3 pPI 3 ppl .2 
Sill=> 6 6 
PROPYLENE GLYCOL 57-55-6 -5.628 Undehrsined .1 
SID.= NE NE 
i -} These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
______ leIB!I1'!ll5Bll_-___ •• ___ 
SECTION I II - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 339 - 554 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.04 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VIscnus LIrnJID;CHAROCTERISTIC ODOR 
mmu voe INFORMATION HHHH 
WEISHT PERCENT OF WATER: 49.53 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 52.26 
h'EISHT PERCENT OF voe' S: 7.54 VOLUME PERCENT OF VDC'S: 9.90 
WEISHT PERCENT OF mlJ' S: 42. 94 VOLlJIriE PERCENT OF TNIJ' S: 37. 84 
LBS OF voe PER SALLON OF INK LESS WATER: 1.39 
LBS OF voe PER SALLON OF TNV: 1. 75 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flammability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: }200 F 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chemical - Foal - Water fog 
ill: NONE 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAL FIREFISH11NG PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deiand or other positive pressure lode. 
72 
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) lI'laterial Safety Data Sheet for: (PLU50200J 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA <cont.) 
-t.lNU5UJll.. FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source so~e distance frol aaterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sao king, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks fro; electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTI~~: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container may explode. 
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD OOTA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABlISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
-----
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause moderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and-even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastl"ointestinal irritation, nausea, vom-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of material into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt medical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, reloye contaminated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get medical attention; aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chemical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person war., quiet and 
get medical attention. 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABLI1lf: [] Unstable 
HAZARDOUS POl YNERI ZATION: 
-I~ATIBILITY 
[xl Stable 
[ ] May occur (xl Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-a:JNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flame. 
-HAZARDOUS DECIJMPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
~y fori carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
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Material Safety Data Sheet for: (PU.JS0200) 
SECTION lJ II - SP ILL OR LEAA PROCEDURES 
-sTEPS m BE TAKEN IN CASE MHTERUl IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
5f~LL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,veraicu-
lite or other absorbent aaterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate a."ea if indoors--puap liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up Kith sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off .to sewers or bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of materials. 
________ ~.nr==pi!l!lllmUl ___ .. _____ B!l=_· F __ _ 
SECTION VII I - SPECIAL PROTECTIDtJ INFORr'1ATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSP~ regulations also permit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equipat. 
supplier). Engineering or administrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-lJENTIUlTION: 
Provide sufficient aechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 




SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 




SECTION X - OTHER RE6Ul..ATORY INFORMATION 
-sHIPPING INFORMATION 
NGNE 
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Paga: 1 f!lAiERIIlI.. SAFETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 10/14/03 
SECTiON 1 - PRODIJCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & CLlATINBS 
i1 GUALITY PRODUCTS ROOD 
Information Phone: 828-438-1922 
Elergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
NORBRNTGN NC 2B655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS! none -} extreme 
Trade Wale : PRO PLUS VIIliT FR 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 0 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : PLUS0230 
C. A. S. Number: MIXTURE 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Personal Protection - B 
Title : 60VT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
--------_._-------------------
Weight - Exposure limits - VP 
Ingredients CAS it % ACSIH/TLV IJSHA/PB.. III H6 
ETHANGLGMlNE 141-43-5 1.503 3 
STa= 6 
ppll 3 pPI .2 
6 
PROPYLENE 6L YCOL 57-55-6 5.995 Undetermined .1 
STa=-NE N£ 
iH AU Ingredients in this product are1isted in the T. S. C.A. Inventory. 
t -} These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
Sc.'l:TION III - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 339 - 554 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Eyap. Rate: 0.01 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOL~ LlUUIDjCHAHACTERISTIC ODOR 
HiHHt VOC rNFDRMATIC~ HHHH 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 49.03 VOLUME PERCENT OF WAiER: 
11'E161-1I PEHCENT OF VOC'S: 7.50 VOLUME PEro:ENT OF VQC'S: 
WEIGHT PEHCENT OF TNV'S: 43.48 VOLL'ME PERCEl'IT OF rnv's: 
LBS OF 'JOG PER 8ALU1N OF Il'i< LESS WATER: 1.37 
LBS OF VOC PER 8ALLON OF TNV: 1.72 




Flam~aoility Class: III 
-£XTINSUISHINS /liEDIA: 
Flash Point: }E00 F La: NONE 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chemical - Foam - Water fog 
Use water for cooling material stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAL FIREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with "a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
-l.JNUSUAL FIRE & EXPLOSIIJt~ HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and aay travel along.the ground to - I""" 
an ignition source sOllie distance froll ;aterial handling point. <; ~ 2 7 ~ 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, s;oking, electric Botors, ~ 
heaters, sparks fro; electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTI~~: Never use cutting torch on e~pty containers! Residual 10 127 
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~diterial Safety Data Sheet for: (PLUS0230) 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZAPJ) OOTA (cant.) 
, 
-UNUSUAl.. FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: {cont.} 
SECTION V - HEALTH P~ZHRD OOTA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, r.edness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause moderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraymist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrheai aspiration of material into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneulonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large aaounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get pro~pt medical attention. " 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and. water, reaov!:' contaminated 
clothing pro;ptlYi wash clothing before reus!!. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person war., quiet and 
get medical attentionj aspiration of ;aterial into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chemical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: aove affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person war., quiet and 
get ledical attention. 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZARDOUS PDLYMEHIZATION: [J May occur [x] Will not occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
Avoid contact with strong oKidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flame. 
-HAZARDOUS DEClJlI1POSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon monoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS REl..EASED OR SPILLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent aaterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eli.inate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-re;aining liquid may be taken up with sand, "'S - 276 
floor absorbent or other absorbent material and shoveled into ~ 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of watar-
1'\f"!.~"+=" ... u. .......... V<. ...... J..J,.. ...... .::;....;""'I" _,.. V'L .. _ •• = .. _.J L .. 1 ___ , _.L_.L ___ .J .t:_J 
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, Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION 1J1I - SPILL OR l£HK PllOCEDURES (cont.) 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE limTERIAL IS R8.EASED OR SPILlED (cont.) 
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL i£THOD: 
'No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations reg~~ing the disposal of materials • 
(PLI.lS0230) 
.. _u-................ _...,-_ ... -......... _ ..... _ .. _ ........... -............. ~~_.______ _ 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-1tEsP I RflTORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ron.ental control. OSHA regulations also perlit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engine~ring or administrative controls should be i;-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VOOlLATION: 
Provide sufficient mechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE 6IJ)IJES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
,-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 
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,~, Paye: MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
) For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 12116/02 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & cGATINGS 
#1 I1UALITf PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforiation Phone: 828-438-1922 
E;ergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORGANTON NC 28655! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINBS ! none -} extreme 
Trade Nalle : PRO PLUS REFLEX BLUE FR 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - " 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : Pl.u..~B0 
C. A. S. Number: MIXTURE 
Prepared By : TODD REJ)jijA,t.,j 
Personal Protection - B 
Title : SOH AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZAflli1lUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure limits - VP 
Ingredients ~ ACSIH/TLV OSHA/PEL II HE 
141-43-5 1.503 3 
sra= 6 
ppi 3 ppl .2 
6 
PROPYLENE 6L YCOL 57-55-6 5.995 Undeterlined .1 
STEL=-NE NE 
iTt h[Jl Ingredients in this product are .listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 
f -} These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 339 - 554 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
E'lap. Rate: 0.01 J( n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VIS[AJJS LlGUIDjCHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
HfHHf VOC INFORMATION H*HH 
LJ..EIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 52. 78 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
l.'EISHT PERCENT OF voe'S: 7.50 VOLM PERCENT OF VDC' 5: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 39.72 VOLUME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF voe PER GALLON OF INK LESS WATER: 1.49 
LBS OF voe PER GALLON OF TNV: 1.91 




Flaamability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING IOIA: 
Flash Point: }200 F LEL: NONE 
Carbon dioxide - Dry che;ical - Faa; - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterialstored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAl FlREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with'a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
-lJNUSUAL FIRE , EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sale distance from laterial handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric lot Drs, 
heaters, sparks fro; electrical switches and static discharges. 
CfUJTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
78 
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) Material Safety Data Sheet for: (PLUS0280) 
SECTION IV -- FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA (cont.) 
-lJNUSUAL FIRE & EXPUlSION HAZARDS: (cont.) 
SECTION V -- HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
-PEIU4ISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OIJEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause moderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spray;ist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of aaterial into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nallYi get prolpt medical attention. ' 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relloye conta;inated 
clothing proaptlyj wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person warll, quiet and 
get medical attentionj aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chesical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get medical attention. 
SECTION VI -- REACTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: [] May occur [x] Will not occur 
-I~TIBIlITY 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away fro; heat and open fla;e. 
-HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon monoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
SECTION VII -- SPILL OR lEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAI'.EN IN CASE itlATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPIllED 
SP~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent material and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources---dike area af spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent material and shoveled into 
containers-pt'2vent run-off to sewers or bodies of water-
nnf-ifu nl"!·H·'~}I\ !lflt-h""'""';+;;3!: :"11: "'I'\I"H'';''''''''' h.u 1 ............ 1 ,..+ .... ~ ... ......... ...1 ..... ..1-
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~terial Safaty Data Sheet for: 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDu]£S (cont.) 
-, 
-STEPS TO BE TAAEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPIlLED (cont.) 
~ral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable f~deral, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of materials. 
!!.a&J5&:JS&:E:eW
ft
PWP! __ -'==n= __ a ___ aqnep .e··~ __ 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTWN INfOIfMj:lTION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSHA regulations also permit other NIOSH/M5P~ 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering Dr administrative controls should be il-
plemented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTIl.llTION: 
Provide sufficient mechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to maintain exposure belDw TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE 6UJVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 
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SECTION X - OTHER RESLUlTORY INfORMATION 
-SHIPPING INFURiliJUlIJN 
NONE 
5 ~ 280 10 132 
mrclUHL SAFETY DAHl SHEET Printed : 01/04/01 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 01/06/06 
SECiION I - PRODUCT lDEffIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRDr;;"IDiTAL INKS & COATINa"S 
11 QUALITY PRODUCTS li.iJAD 
Information Phone: 828-438-1922 
Eaergency Phone: 1-a.J68-4657 
MORGANTON I'iL 2B655 ~ Hazard Ratings: 
}:roduct Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS ~ none -} extreae 
Trade Nail! : PRO PLUS PROCESS YELLOW 'FR 0 -} 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 0 
Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : PlUS0300 
C. A. S. Number: MIXTURE 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Personal Protection - B 
Title : SDIT AFFAIRS COORDII\'ATOR 
SECTION I I - HAZARDOUS INSREDIE.l!ffS 
Weight --- Exposure Limits ---- VP 
I n!lred i ent s % ACEIH/TlV OSHA/PEl II HG 





PROPYLENE SL YCOL 51-55-£ 5.995 Undetermined .1 
STEL="NE NE 
*ft ~ Ingredients in this product are listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 
i -} These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION III - PHYSICHL DATA 
Boiling Range: 339 - 554 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.01 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LIGUIDjCHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
HHHH VOC INFORMATION HH***f 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 52.69 VOlUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WElOO PERCENT OF VOC'S: 8. 0 VOlUME PERCENT OF VOC'S: 
W"EJOO PERCENT OF TNV'S: 39.31 VOLUME PERCENT OF TI4V'S: 
LBS OF voe PER SALLON OF INK LESS "'ATER: 1.59 
LBS OF !Joe PER SALLON OF TNV: 2. 0S 




Flaamability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: )200 F La: NONE 
Carbon dioxide - Dry cheaical ... Foam - Water fog 
Use water for cooling material stored in vicinity of fire. 
-sPECIAL FlREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure demand or other positive pressure mode. 
-UNUSUAl. FIRE & EXPlDSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along .the ground to 
an ignition source some distance frOi material handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, smoking, electric motors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container lay exolode. 
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Material Safety Data Sheet for: (PLUS0300) 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA (cant.) 
-I.WSUIll FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: (cant.) 
SECTION V - P£]LTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OVEHEXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: pt'olonged or repeated contact can cause 1lI0derate irrit-
ation, defatting, der;atitis. 
Breathing: e~cessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of material into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-fIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large aaounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nallYi get prolPt Dedical attention •. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and· water, remove contaminated 
clothing prolptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person warm, quiet and 
get medical attention; aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chelical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer o~ygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, Quiet and 
get medical attention. 
SECTION VI - RSqcTIVITY DATA 
STAELITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZAROOUS POlYF1ERIZATION: [J May occur 
-INCOMPATIBILITY 
(~] Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away fro; heat and open flame. 
-HAZARDDUS DEClJP1POSITION PRODUCTS: 
May for; carbon monoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATEHIAI.. IS RaEASED OR SPILLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,ver;icu-
lite or other absorbent material and transfer to hood. 
LARSE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
tll prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent material and shoveled into 
containers-prevent t'un-off to sewers or bodies of water-
notifv Dr'DOer ;wt.hllritip~ .:I~ """!!;"'''''' J.,,, 1~~~1 _~~~~ __ .J .l:_-' 
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) Material Safety Data Sheet for: (PLI.lS0300) 
SECTION VII - SPIll OR LEAK PROCEDURES (cont.) 
". -STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS REl..EASED OR SPILLED (cant.) 
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL. METHOD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. 
~iI."·"""-!!!!!P· _____ ·"''S.''''''' ___ ''''_-_ 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAl PROtECTION ItlFORMATION: 
":RESPlAATDRY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSHfMSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSP~ regulations also perlit other NIOSHlMSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering Dr adainistrative controls should be i;-
pleillented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTIUlTION : 
Provide sufficient mechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to laintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE SLOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 




SECTION IX - SPECIAl PRECAUTIONS 




SECTION X - OTHER RESULATORY INFORMATION 
-sHIPPING INFORMATION 
NONE 
5 c-- 283 
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Page: 1 MATERlm. SAFETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 01/28/05 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDBITIFlCATION 
Inforsation Phone: 828-438-1922 Manufacturer: ENVIRONlrlENTRL H.jI{S & COATINGS 
ill QUALITY PRODUCTS ROAD Emergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORGANTON NC 28655! Hazard Ratings: Health - 1 
Product Class: WATER BHSED INKS AND COATINGS! none -} extrele Fire - 0 
Trade Nale : PRO PLUS BiS RED MAIDITA FR 0 -} 4 Reactivity - 0 
Pt'oduct Code : PLUS0530 
C. A. S. MUlber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Title : SOVT AFFAIRS CDDRDI~JATOR 
SECTION II - HAZAlIDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Limits - VP 
Ingredients CASt ~ ACSIHlTLIJ OSHAIPEL I. H6 
141-43-5 2.004 3 
STEL= 6 
ppl 3 ppm .2 
6 
PROPYLENE GLYCOL 57-55-6 5.995 Undeterlined .1 
STEL="~~ NE 
iH ALL Ingredients in this product are listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 
* -} These it!!IS are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION III - PHYSICRL DATA 
Boiling Range: 339 - 554 Dey. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.01 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LlGUIDjCHAHACTSqISTIC OnoR 
HHHH VDC INFORMATION HHHH 
WEISHT PERCENT OF WATER: 59.54 VOLlJiiiE PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEISHT PERCENT OF VOC'S: 8. 0 VOlt/ME PERCENT OF VDC'S: 
WEISHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 32.36 VGLl.JME PERCENT OF TNIJ'S: 
LBS OF !Joe PER SRLUJN OF INK LESS WA1ER: 1.90 
LBS OF voe PER sm.LON OF TNV: 2. 65 




FlaEmability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING /lIEDIA: 
Flash Point: }290 F LEL: NONE 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chelical - Foal - Water fog 
Use water for cooling material stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAL FlREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with -a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland or other positive pressure lode. 
-UNUsuru.. FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and say travel along ,the ground to 
an ignition source sOle distance from material handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, smoking, electric motors, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAtffION: Never use cutting torch on eapty containers! Residual 
5 - 284 
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Material Safety Data Sheet for: (PLUS05301 
~~!II!IB!U!.SURi._~=r====r=r_narT=n"==n=_. 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA (cont.) 
-t.INUSlJI:ll FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZAIIDS: (cont.) 
SECTION ~ - HEHLTH P.AZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OIJEllEXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, r2dness, tearingj blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraymist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, vom-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of material into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nallYi get prompt medical attention. ~ 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and- water, reaove contaminated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person war;, quiet and 
get medical attention; aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chemical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: sove affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warm, quiet and 
get medical attention. 
SECTION VI - REOCTIIJITY DATA 
STARLITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
fl.AZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: [] May occur [x] Will not occur 
-I~TIBILlr{ 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers { e.g. nitric acid 1 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away from heat and open flame. 
-HAZARDOUS DEI:!JllIPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon monoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
![-~_fl._RnDD!alt __ 1!.5!HI1! ____ ____ 
SECnD.1Ij VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lit~ or other absorbent aaterial and transfer to hood. 
lJiRSE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources---di~e area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pump liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid may be taken up with sand, 
floor absOl'bent or other absorbent material and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water---
nntifv nYlfU101'" '!\'H+h.nVlo;"";n~ ~~ lI'onn";V\.f'\ri ku 1 .............. 1 r+ .... .f.f'\ .,.,....1 -l='"-..l_ 
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Material Safety Data Sheet for: (PWS0530) 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LE,qJ{ PROCEDURES (cont.) 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE fiiATERIAL IS R8..£ASED OR SPIUED (cont.) 
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: 
No special method. Dbserve all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of materials. 
a!I!!'R'F---==m ========ns==r-. ________ -. _______ _ 
SECTION VIII - SPECHll... PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
":RESPlRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSrt/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSHA regulations also perl it other NI05HIMSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equipmt. 
supplier). Engineering or administrative cDntrols should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical {general and/or local exhaust> 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
, - \-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 




SECTION IX - SPEClru. PRECAUTIONS 






_* rrg== ____ ~ __ ._,,_-________ _ 





Page: 1 MATERIIl. SAFETY DATA stET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 12/16/02 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATIOtJ 
Manufacturer: ENVIRGNf.iSiTP.L INKS & COATINGS 
il IiUi1LlTi' PRODUCTS RDtID 
Information Phone: 82B-438-1922 
E~ergency Phone: I-B00-36B-4~~ 
MORSANTON NC 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: Health - 1 
Product Class: l.JATER BASED INKS fl-ID COATINGS! none -} extreme Fire - 0 
Trade Na:=e : PRO PlUS GREEN FR 0 -} 4 Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : PU.JS0600 
C. A. S. Number: MIXTURE Personal Protect ion - B 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Title : SOH AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - fJ,AZAROOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Limits - VP 
Ingredients CAS i ~ OCSIH/TLV OSHA/Pa III HS 





PROPYLENE GLYCOL 57-55-6 5.995 Undetermined .1 
Sm=-NE NE 
*** p[JL Ingredients in this product are listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 
t -} These items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION III - PHYSICil. DATA 
Boiling Range: 339 - 554 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.01 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LIGUID;CHAAACTERISTIC ODOR 
HHHiH VOC INFOIlP'JmON HHiHH 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 43.38 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEISHT PERCENT OF VOC'S: B. 0 V01J.JME PERCENT OF VDC'S: 
WEISHT PERmIT OF TNV'S: 48.63 VOLUME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF VOC PER 6AlLON OF INK LESS WATER: 1.30 
LBS OF VOC PER 6AlLON OF TNIJ: 1.61 




Fla;zability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: }200 F LEL: NONE 
Carbon dioxide - lh'y chemical - Foail - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAL FIIlEFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure demand or other positive pressure lode. 
-UNI1SUAl FIRE & EXPlOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are hea'/ier than air and lay travel along .the gt'ound to 
an ignition source some distance fro; material handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, smoking, electric cotors, 
heaters, sparks from electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 




__ Pag~: 2 ENVIRONMENTAL n-ms &. CDATIM6S 
I MatErial Safety Data Sheet for: (PUJS0600) 
SECTION IV - FIRE Ai'ID EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA (cant.) 
--tJNlISUI:lL FIRE! EXPLOSION HAZARDS: (cont.) 
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISI£D 
-EFFECTS OF O!JEREXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearingj blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged Dr repeated contact can cause zoderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dermatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors andior spraymist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, vom-
iting and diarrheaj aspiration of material into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneuaonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt medical attention •• 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and· water, relove contaminated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person warm, quiet and 
get medical attention; aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chemical pneulonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ;edical attention. 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STASLITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
l-l.AZAROOUS POLYMERIZATION: [] May occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
[x] Will not occur 
AYoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away from heat and open flame. 
-HAZARDOUS DEr:!Jl!IPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon monoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE WlTERHl. IS RELEASED OR ,SPILLED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent laterial and transfer to hood. 
LAR8E SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources---di~e area of spill 
to pt'event spreading-ventilate area if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent material and shoveled into 
containers---prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water---
notifv nt'Goer .:wtilnrit.ie<; ri<; rflfl!lil'~rl hll !n",,! cbi-o ::in"! i'nrt_ 
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) Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
S""tCTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES (cnnt.) 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAl is RELEASED OR SPILLED (cant.) 
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAl METHOD: 
No special lethod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of materials. 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
':RESPlRATDRY PROTECTION: 
(PUJS0600) 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSP~ regulations also permit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or administrative controls should be il-
plemented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE stOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 




SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 








_ Page: MflTERIll. SAFETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
- " i For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 04/03/03 
SECTIGN I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
P1anufacturer: ENVIRONMENTll. INKS & COATINGS 
#1 rnmLITY PROWCTS RCA» 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
E;ergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORSANTON NC 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: Health - 1 
Product Class: WATER MSED INKS AND COATINGS! none -} extreme Fire - (} 
Trade Nale : PRO PLUS BLACK FR 0 -} 4 Reactivity - 0 
Product Code : PLUS0900 
~ A. S. Number: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD R£IjJl'JlN 
Title : SOVT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Limits - VP 
Ingredients CAS i ;. ACSIHlTLV OSHA/PEL II H6 
ETHANOlAMINE 141-43-5 2.vt57 3 
STEL= 6 
ppl 3 ppi .2 
6 
PROPYLENE 6L YCOL 57-55-6 6.278 Undeterlined .1 
STEL=-NE NE 
+ -} Tnese items are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION I II - PHYSICll. DATA 
Boiling Range: 3J~ - 554 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.01 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: DCiORED VISCOLS LlQUIDjCHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
111*11*1 voe I~JFOP~TION 11111111 
WEIGHT PEllIDIT OF WATER: 53.35 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 56.30 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VOG'S: 8.55 VOLlJI!IE PERCENT OF VOG'S: 11.24 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 38.09 VOLLIME PERCENT OF TNlJ'S: 32.47 
LBS OF voe PER GALLON OF INK LESS WATER: 1.72 
LBS Of VOG PER SALLON OF TNV: 2. 32 
~._ ...... ·u-emuuai'llUl!l!BS·_·-RB.IHH" __ ._ft.~ 
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Fla;;ability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING /!IEDIA: 
Flash Point: }200 F 
Carbon dioxide - Dry cheaical - Foam - Water fog 
ill: NONE 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-SPECIAL FIIlEFISHTING PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure demand or other positive pressure lode. 
-l.lN!.JSUAL FIRE' EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source some distance fro. material handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, saoking, electric motors, 
heaters, sparks fro. electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTI~~: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent-vapor in eapty container lay explode. 
5'- 290 
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I Matedal Saf!!ty Data Sheet for: 
SECTION V - Hm.. TH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS OF GVEHEXPOSUP.E: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, dersatitis. 
(PUJS0900) 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of laterial into the lungs 
C~1 cause chemical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large aaounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contaainated 
clothing prolptlYi wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NDT induce vomiting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of saterial into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause-chemical pneulonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, administer oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person wara, quiet and 
get medical attention. 
SECTION VI - REqcTIVITY DATA 
STABlITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYJ!!ERIZATION: [] May occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
(x] Will not occur 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away fro; heat and open flame. 
-HAZAROOUS DEmIPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May fori carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, !!tc. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR l.EHK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RaEASED OR SPILlED 
~ SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absDrbent,verlicu-
lite or other absorbent aaterial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sGurces---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading-ventilate arl!a if indoors-pulp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water--
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
5 ~ 291. 
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-~ Material Safety Data Sheet for: 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES <cont.) 
-wASTE DISPrm.. METHOD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. 
(PLUS09001 
:JI1iI ... ..........."e .. o .... • ___ asaa_______ ._-..,..-. 
SECTION VIII - SPECIAl PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If ILV of the product is exce~ded, a NIOSHIMSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regUlations also perlit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or administrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to aaintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE SI..OVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chemical goggles, depending on exposure. 




SECTION IX - SPECIAl PRECAUTIONS 
-PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORUIS: 
tIDNE 
-tiTHER PImlUTIONS: 
NONE ~ _______ ·D!I!_· _________ • ___ .. _________ iIJHI_ 




Page: 1 MATERlPi.. SIHTY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 04/03/03 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDOOIFlCATION 
i'lanufadurer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & COATINGS 
11 OOHLITf PRODUCTS ROOD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Elergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
!(JRSPu'fl'CN NC 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Produd Class: WATER M3ED INKS AND COATINGS! none -) extrele 
Trade Naae : PRO PLUS BLHCK FR 0 -) 4 
Health - 1 
Fire - 0 
Readi vity - 0 
Product Code: PU,iS0900 
Go A. S. NUilber: MIXTUfiE Personal Protection - B 
. Prepared By : TODD REDl!!HN 
Title : GOVT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR _ .... _ ...... ____ ... _ .... __ .... -IIIl= .. -... _____ ......... IIIl·_· __ ..... = .. 
SECTION II - HAZAROOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Lilits -- VP 
Ingredients ,: ACGIHlTLV OSHA/Pa II HS 
141-43-5 2.057 3 
STa= 6 
ppl 3 ppi .2 
6 
PROPYLENE 6L YCOL 57-55-6 6.278 Undeterlined .1 
SiR=-NE NE 
* -} These itels are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
••••• afiiww ew_ = = 
SECTIIJN II I - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: ~~ - 554 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: 0.01 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: COLORED VISCOUS LIIlJIDjCHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
II n U 11 VOC UFOIlMATION fHHH* 
WEIGHT PEn"'IDIT OF WATER: 53.35 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VOC' S: 8.55 VOLUME PERCENT OF VOC' S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 38.09 VOlllME PERCENT OF M'S: 
LBS OF VOC PER 6AI.lON OF IN{ LESS WATER: 1.72 
LBS OF vee PER SfiI..lDN OF TNIJ: 2. 32 




Fla.lability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: )200 F La: NONE 
Carbon dioxide - Dry chelical - Foal - Water fog 
Use water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
-5PECIIl. FlREFIGHTING PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure deland Dr other positive pressure lode. 
~ FIRE & ElPlOSION 1mARDS: 
J ,'--.-,' Vapors arl! heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source sOle distance fro. laterial h4Ddling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric lOt Drs, 
heaters, sparks frol electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
•• * • 
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Page: 2 ENIJI~AL INKS & COATINGS 
Material Safety Data Sheet for: {PROPWRED} 
SECTION IIJ - FIRE AND EXPLOSlG'N HAZARD DATA <Cant.) 
--uNUSlA FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source scae distance frol material handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, slaking, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks fro; electrical switches and static discharges. 
CAUTION: Never use cutting torch on empty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in empty container lay explode. 
SECTION V - !-aTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERJilISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEIJa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS IF OlJEllEXPOSURE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and~even asphyxiation. 
Si'lallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOIl-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of aaterial into the lungs 
can cause chemical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush Kith large amounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prolpt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contalinated 
clothing promptly; wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person warl, quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of material into the 
lungs due to vomiting can cause chemical pneumonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, ad;inister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person warl, Quiet and 
get ledical attention. 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABLITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: [J May occur [xl Will not occur 
-INCOMPATIBILITY 
Avoid contact with strong oxidizers ( e.g. nitric acid) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frol heat and open flale. 
-HAZARDOUS DEC£JMPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May-fori carbon lonoxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
5~294 
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SECTION VII - SPILL OR IBlK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CJ:lSE l!iATERHl. IS REl..EASED OR SPILLED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,ver;icu-
lite or other absorbent material and transfer to hood. 
LARSE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources-dike area of spill 
to prevent spt'eading-vent i late area if indoors-pul'lp liquid 
into salvage tank-remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent laterial and shoveled into 
containers-prevent run-off ~o sewers or bodies of water-
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL t£rnOD: 
No special method. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of materials. IIl_U........,. __ ......... _Ule ___ ........ ' ________ ___ 
SECTION VIII - SPECIPl PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSHIMSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronmental control. OSP~ regulations also permit other NIOSH/MSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equipst. 
supplier). Engineering or administrative controls should be il-
plesented to r2duce exposure. 
-mITIUlTION: 
Provide sufficient lechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to maintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES:· 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or cheaical goggles, depending on exposure. 
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SECTION I - PRODUCT IDOOIFlCATION 
Manufacturer: ENlJIRGNMBITAL INKS &. cOATINGS 
i1 mITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Esergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORGANTON we 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: WATER BASED INKS AND COATINGS! none -} extre;e 
Trade Nase : Pil..Y SCREEN ES BLACK FR 0 -} 4 
Product Code : PSX10900 
Health - 1 
Fire - VI 
Reactivity - 0 
C.A,f), Nu;oer: MIXTURE Personal Protection - B 
Prepared By : TODD REttiAN 
mle : SDVT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Lillits - VP 
I ngred i ent s CAS i '/. ACSIH/TLV OSHAIPR III HS 
AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE 1336-21--6 2.084 25 ppll 35 ppl 450 
STa= 35 NE 
D IMETHYlffil.ANOLAMINE 108-01-0 0.458 5 ppm 5 ppl 4 
STa='25 25 
n-PROPANDI... 71-23-8 -1.761 200 pPI 200 ppll 13 
STa= ~w0 
PROPYLENE 6L YCOL 57-55--6 1.826 Undeterlined .1 
STa= NE NE 
~ ALL Ingredients in this product are listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 
l ~ * -} These itells are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA 
Boiling Range: 207 - 365 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heayier than Air. 
Eyap. Rate: 0.04 x n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: HAZY VISCOUS LIOOID; CHARACTERISTIC DOOR 
- HHHH VOC INFORMATION HHHH 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: 55.28 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VOC'S: 4.26 VOLlJ'ME PERCENT OF VDC'S: 
WEISHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 40.46 VOLL'ME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS Of !Joe PER GALLON OF INK LESS WATER: .90 
LBS OF lJOC PER GALLON OF TNV: 1.04 




Flauability Class: III 
-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Flash Point: }200 F LEL: NONE 
£:arbon dioxide - Dry cheaical - Foal - Water fog 
Use-water for cooling laterial stored in vicinity of fire. 
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SECTION IV - FIP.E AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA (cont.) 
-SPECIAL FIREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
Use self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece 
operated in pressure demand or other positive pressure lode. 
-uNUSUAL FIRE & EXPLOSHlN HAZARDS: 
Vapors are heavier than air and lay travel along the ground to 
an ignition source 5012 distance frol material handling point. 
Ignition sources include pilot lights, sloking, electric lotors, 
heaters, sparks frol electri~al switches and static discharges. 
CAUTIDrJ: Never use cutting torch on eapty containers! Residual 
solvent vapor in eapty container lay explode. 
1H!!S.1iHUI!IHl~_. __ ~.~.______ _ 
SECTION IJ - HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
NOT ESTABLISHED 
-EFFECTS OF OIJEllEXPOSUllE: 
Eyes: can cause irritation, redness, tearing; blurred 
vision. 
Skin: prolonged or repeated contact can cause loderate irrit-
ation, defatting, derlatitis. 
Breathing: excessive inhalation of vapors and/or spraYlist can 
cause respiratory irritation, dizziness, weakness, fatigue 
nausea, headache, unconsciousness and even asphyxiation. 
Swallowing: can cause gastrointestinal irritation, nausea, VOI-
iting and diarrhea; aspiration of taterial into the lungs 
can cause chelical pneumonitis which can be fatal. 
-FIRST AID: 
Eyes: flush with large alounts of water lifting eyelids occasio-
nally; get prompt ledical attention. 
Skin: wash thoroughly with soap and water, relove contalinated 
clothing prolptlYi wash clothing before reuse. 
Swallowing: do NOT induce vomiting! Keep person war., quiet and 
get ledical attention; aspiration of laterial into the 
lungs due to vOliting can cause chemical pneulonitis which 
can be fatal. 
Breathing: love affected person to fresh air. If breathing is 
difficult, adainister oxygen. If breathing has stopped, 
give artificial respiration. Keep person war., quiet and 
get ledical attention. 
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
STABlITY: [] Unstable [xl Stable 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: (] May occur (x] Will not occur 
-I~ATIBILITY 
Avoid contact with strong o)(idizl!l'S ( e. g. nitric acid ) 
-coNDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Keep away frOB heat and open flame. 
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SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA (cont.) 
-HAmROOUS DECOfiIPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
May farl carbon Ion oxide and dioxide, various hydrocarbons, etc. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR L.Efl!{ PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MTERIAi.. IS REI..EASED OR SPILLED 
SMALL SPILL: absorb liquid with rags, floor absorbent,verlicu-
lih or other absorbent ilater.ial and transfer to hood. 
LARGE SPILL: eliminate all ignition sources---dike area of spill 
to prevent spreading---ventilate area if indoors---pulP liquid 
into salvage tank---remaining liquid lay be taken up with sand, 
floor absorbent or other absorbent ;aterial and shoveled into 
containers---prevent run-off to sewers or bodies of water---
notify proper authorities as required by local, state and fed-
eral regulations. 
-wASTE DISPOSAl METHOD: 
No special let hod. Observe all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations regarding the disposal of laterials. -------._-----------------._---------.... --.... -........ -
SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
If TLV of the product is exceeded, a NIOSH/MSHA jointly approv-
ed air supplied respirator is advised in absence of proper envi-
ronlental control. OSHA regulations also perlit other NIOSHIMSHA 
respirators under specified conditions. (see your safety equiplt. 
supplier). Engineering or adlinistrative controls should be il-
plelented to reduce exposure. 
-VENTILATION: 
Provide sufficient mechanical (general and/or local exhaust) 
ventilation to saintain exposure below TLV. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES: 
Wear resistant gloves such as: nitrile rubber. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
Safety glasses or chelical goggles, depending on exposure. 
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Page: 1 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET Printed : 01/04/07 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials 
Revised : 05109/05 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: EN~IRONMENTAL INKS & COATINGS 
11 QUALITY PRODUCTS ROOD 
Inforllation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Emergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
MORSPJHON Me 28£55 ! Hazard Ratings: Health - 2 
Product Class: UV INKS AND COATINGS ! none -} extrele Fire - 0 
Trade Nalle : UV EXTRA MATTE DPV o ---) 4 Reactivity - 2 
Product Code : UF170023 
C. A. S. NUllber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - C 
Prepared By : TODD flEDMHN 
Title : SOVT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 








,: ACSIHITLV OSHAIPEL 
3.951 5 pPI 5 pPI 
SiEL= 5 5 
2.106 NE NE 
SiEL='NE NE 
~*i ALL Ingredients in this product ~~e listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 
M\.JL TIFUNCTIONAL 
ACRYLATE Mi:lNGMERS VARIOUS AP 70 - 95 N/DA N/DA 
AND OLI60RERS 
PHOTO INITIATOR VARIOUS AP 5 - 20 N/DA N/DA 
SURFACTANTS VARIOUS AP 0- 5 N/DA tYDA 
THE IDENTITY OF THESE ClJl!lPONENTS IS CLAIMED AS A TRADE SECRET 





SECTION I I I - PHYSICAL DATA 
Bo i ling Range: 176 - 636 Deg. F Vapor Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: n-Butyl Acetate liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: HAZY VISCOUS LIQUIDj CHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
111*IIll VQC INFORMATION ~*lf** 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: .04 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF QQC'S: 3.95 VOLUME PERCENT OF QQCI S: 
WEISHT PERCE.fIIT OF TNI1' S: 96. 0 VOLUME PERCENT OF TNII' S: 
LBS OF \jQC PER 6ALLON OF INK LESS WATER: .35 
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SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flana.bility Class: IIIB Flash Point: ) 200 F La: NONE 
-EXTINGUISHING IEDIA: 
WATER, CARBON DIOXIDE, FOAM, DRY CHEMICALS. ANY APPROVED CLASS 
B FIRE EXTINGUISHER OR EXTINSUISHING AEENT MAY BE USED FOR FIRE 
FIGHTING PURPOSES. 
-5PECHl FIREFISHTINS PROCEDURES: 
00 NOT ENTER FIRE AREA WITHIJUT PROPER PROTECTION. CLOSED 
CONTAINERS MAY EXPLODE WHEN E.XPDSED TO EXTREME HEAT. 
4.JNusuAL FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
WATER SPRAY MAY BE INEFFECTIVE. IF WATER IS USED, F06 NOZZLES 
ARE PREFERABLE. WATER MAY BE USED TO COOL CLOSED CONTAINERS TO 
PREV8.fT PRESSURE BUIllH.JP AND POSSIBLE AUTD-IGNITION OR 
EXPlOSION. lI!lI_ ............ __• __ .·.,.,· ___ IHIJHI8: __ S ___ • __ •• __ 
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBlE EXPOSURE LEVEL: 
PREVENT DIRECT CONTACT WITH LIGUID AND VAPOR 
-EFF'ECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
INHALATION: MAY CAUSE IRRITATIa~ OF UPPER" RESPIRATORY TRACT 
AND It.lCOUS M£MBRAI"ES. 
EYE CONTACT: f!'.AY CAUSE SEVERE IlUUTATION AND REVERSIBLE CORNEA 
BURNS. 
SKIN CONTACT: PROl.DNEED OR REPEATED CONTACT CAN RESULT IN SKIN 
ABSORBTII1'1l, IRRITATION, DEPJilATITUS, BLISTERING. 
INGESTION: MAY CAUSE IRRITAION Cf CONTACTED PASSAGES AND 
·6ASTRIC DISTRESS. 
MEDICAL CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE: 
MAY INDUCE AN ALLERSIC OR SENSITIZATION REACTION. 
NOTE: LIFETIME SKIN PAINTING STUDIES WITH CERTAIN ACRYLATE 
MONOMERS HAS BEEN REPORTED TO CAUSE CANCER IN LAB ANIMALS 
THERE ARE tID REPORTABLE LEVELS OF CARCUIOSENS OR SUSPECT 
CARClNOSENS LISTED BY lARC., NIP., OR OSHA, CONTAINED IN 
J -FIRST AID: 
THIS PRODUCT. 
j 
INHALATION: IF OVERCC'ME, REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. GIVE OXYGEN OR 
ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION, AS NEEDED. SET 84ERSENCY MEDICAL 
ATIOOION. 
SPLASH (EYES): FLUSH IMMEIlIAffiY WITH ~RG£ AMOUNTS OF WATER 
FOR AT LEAST 30 MINUTES WHILE RETRACTING EYELIDS OFTEN. TAKE TO 
A PHYSICIAN FOR MEDICAL TREATMENT. 
SPLASH (SKIN): WASH EFFECTED AREAS WITH SOAP AND wtlTER. 
REMOVE ANY CONTAMINATED CLOTtlINS IMMEDIATL...LY. TAVE SHOWER 
WITH SOAP AND WATER ASAP IF AREAS OTHER THAN HANDS AND ARMS ARE 
CONTACTED. ~'lY SKIN CRm4. crn&lLT WITH A PHYSICIAN IF 
IRRITATION PERSISTS. 
INGESTION: DRINK 1 OR 2 SLASSES OF WATER TO DILUTE. 00 NOT 
INDUCE VOMITING. CONSLU A PliYSICIAN OR POISON CONTROL CENTER 
IMMEDIATELY. ' 
TREAT BUP'.r4S AND ALLERGIC REACTIONS SYMPTOJlIATICAll. Y AFTER 
DE(A1~TAMINATION. 
s - 301 
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SECTICtN VI - P.EACTIVITY DATA 
, 
STA~ITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZARDOUS POlYMERIZATIUN: [] May occur [xl Will not occur 
-It~TIBILlr{ 
STABILITY: PRODUCT IS NOfiMALLY STABLE. RAPID BULK POLYMER-
IZATION m~ OCCUR IF PRODUCT IS EXPOSED TO HISH TEMPERATURES 
OR INm-'1PATIBLE MATERIALS. HEAT AND ACRID FUMES MAY BE GENER-
(uF170023) 
ATED DURING BULK POLYMEHIZATION. IF POSSIBLE ISOUITE CONTAINER 
flUICKL Y TO Will VENTILATED AREA, SUCH AS OUTDOORS. REACTION 
WILL SLOWLY CONTINUE UNTIL POLYJi1EPJiTION IS COMPLETE. REMOVE 
BUNG CAP TO PREVENT PRESSURE BUILD-UP. PROBHBILITY OF FIRE IS 
VERY LOW; HOWEVER, THERMAL DECOMPOSITION CAN OCCUR RESULTING IN 
Fl.iME GENERATION. USE PROPER VENTS DURING STOm TO ALLOW 
OXYGEN TO ENTER AND PRlJLONS SHElF LIFE. 
MATIS~IALS TO AVOID: STRONG OXIDIZING ASENTS, PEROXIDES, 
METALLIC CATALYSTS, CONTACT WITH IRON, COWER, UM.INED STEa, 
PVC PIPE. POLYAMlDES, VINYL AND OTHER CHLORINATED SOLVENT OR 
WATERBORNE INKS, AND SOME PISMENTS AND DYES MAY CONTAMINATE UV 
PRODUCTS REDUCING SHELF LIFE OR SLOWING CURE. NEVER POUR USED 
PRODUCT BACK IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER. IT MAY BE CONTAMmATED OR 
~ITIONS TO AVOID: 
IDIPEHATUP.ES ABOXVE 100 F. NEVER USEMND HEATERS TO WARM COLD 
MATERIAL, SHU LOCALIZED HOT SPOTS CAN OCCUR. AVOID STORAGE IN 
UNHEATED AREAS BaOW 60 F AS PRODUCT RAPIDlY INCREASES IN 
VISCOSITY WITH DECREASING IDlPEAATUHE. INERT BAS BLANKETS, 
SUCH AS NITRfJ6EN, SHOULD NEVER BE USED. 
--HAZARDOUS DECIJIfdJOSITION PRODUCTS: 
THERMAL DECOi'4POSITIDN MAY PRODUCE ACRID FUMES, CARBON MONOXIDE, 
CARBON DIOXIDE AND NOl{. --...... ---------------------
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED 
REMOVE Al'n' SOURCE OF SPARKS, fUlI!!ES, OR HEAT. DIKE TO CONTAIN 
SPILL, SPREAD OUT CHEPllCAL ABSORBHNT, SHOVEL OR SWEEP ABSORBED 
MATERIAL INTO SUITABLE WASTE CONTAINER. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: 
SHOULD BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL 
RE6ULATIm~S. BEFORE ATIDlPTING CLEAN-UP, REFER TO HAZARDOUS 
CAUTION INfORMATION IN OTHER SECTIONS OF MEDS. USE NON -
SPAR.I{INS TOOLS. PROVIDE ADEUUATE VENTILATION OR RESPIRATORY 
DEVICES. ADVOID BREATHING VAPORS. CONTAMINATED PRODUCT/SOIL! 
WATER/ABSORBANT MAY BE A ReM/OSHA ~.AZARDOUS WASTE DUE TO 
POTENTIAL HEAT EEiiERATION. USE REEISTEflED TRANSPORTERS. 
PROPER INCINERATION IS REroitiMENDED. 
10 153 
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SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
PROVIDE ADEQUATE LOCAl.. VENTILATION iN AREAS WHERE THE PRODUCT 
IS BEING APPLIED. USE NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATOR IF PRODUCT IS 
HEATED, SPRAYED, OR IF MIST /AEROSOL/FUltlES ARE SH£RATED WHICH 
EXCEED VENTILATION CAPACITIES. 
-VENTILATION: 
SifFICIENT VENTILATION, IN VOLlJ.1£ Al'ID PATTERN, SHOULD BE 
PROVIDED TO KEEP THE AIR COOAMINPJH CONCENTRATION BB.OW 
CURReH OSHA PELs. 
-PflDTECTIVE GLOVES: 
IMPREVIGUS CHEMICAL SLOVES, AND IF NECESSARY, APRONS, MUST BE 
WORN TO PREVENT SKIN CONTACT. BARRIER CREAMS SHOULD ONLY BE 
IL~ AS SECONDARY PROTECTION. THOURDUSHLY ClBlN AND IlECONTAM-
nJJ:lTE SLOVES BEFORE REMOlJAL. YID SURFACES OF SLOVES CLEA,t..I, 
(UF170023l 
ESPECIALLY NEAR GLOVE OPENINGS. IF INSIDE OF 6lDVE IS SUSPECTED 
OF CONTAMINATION, DISCARD SLOVES AND WASH HANDS If!!lilEDIAffiY. 
PROTECT FOREARMS AND SLEEVES DURING EOOIPMENT CI..Eru.lING BY USING 
EJ..llOW LENGTH SLOVES. GOOD INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE IS ESSENTIAL FOR 
SAr'"E LLr:r: OF UV PRODUCTS. KEEP ALL TOOLS, muIPMENT, AND WORK 
SURFACES CLEAN. NEVER USE SOLVENTS TO CLEAN SKIN AND/OR HANDS. 
USE SOAP AND WATER ONLY. lMEDHlffiV REMOVE CONTAMINATED 
CLOTHING AND LllUNDER BEFORE REUSING. USE OF SKIN MOISTURIZERS 
IS REOO'!lfiENDED. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
THE USE OF SrutTY EIDJEAR, INCLUDING SPLASH GUARDS, SIDE SHIELDS 
, CHEMICAL GOGBLES, OR FACE SHIELDS IS ESSENTIAL TO PROTECT 
AGAUIST LIQUID SPLASH HAZARDS SUCH AS WHH-4 OPENING OR HANDLING 
LIQUID CONTAINEHS, POURING/PUMPING/SPRAYING LIQUID, EQUIPMENT 
AND SPILL CLEAN UP, ETC. CONTACT LENSES SHOULD NOT BE WORN. 
-I1THER PROTECTIVE muIPMENi: 
USE OF PRlJTECnVE CREAMS lJNIlER GLOVES TO IMPROVE SKIN PROTECTION 
WHERE SKIN CONTACT IS POSSIBLE IS RECOMNEl'IDED. USE PLASTIC 
APRON AND OR SHOP COAT !.'HERE CONTACT WITH LIQUID IS POSSIBLE. 
WASH ANY CONTAMINATED CLOTHING BEFORE RE-llSE. WASH HANDS BEFORE 
EATING, SMOKING, OR USIr.JS TOILET FACILITIES. 
-ENGINEERING CONTROLS: 
POOVlDE LOCAL EXHAUST NEAR COATING APPLICATION AND CURn.JS 
STATIONS. PROVIDE SINK AND EYEWASH STATIONS IN USE AREAS. USE 
[1"JLY DIAPHl16M OR PERISTALTIC PUMPS TO PREVENT CURING INSIDE 
PUJ!IP HOUSING. SPECIFY EPDM RUBBER FOR APPLICATION ROLLERS, 
BASKETS, AND OTHER RUBBER PARTS WHICH WILL CONTACT COAT HISS. 
TEFLON, W, PE AND MOST POLYESTERS AND THERMOSET URETHANES ALSO 
HAVE ACCEPTABLE RESISTANCE. STORE AWAY FROM HEAT AND LIGHT • 
.... ..-.-----... ___ .... FHB! ____ • .. ___ =_". 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
.-PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAY.EN IN HANDLING AND STORINS: 
KEEP CONTAINER UPRIGHT TO PREVENT LEAKAGE. DO NOT STORE OR USE 
NEAR HEAT, SPARKS, OR FLAME. STORE ONLY IN WELL 'VENTILATED 
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SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS (cont.l 
-OTHER PRECAUTIONS: 
DO NOT USE PRESSURE TO EMPTY. DRUM IS ~JOT A PRESSURE VESSEL. DO 
NOT PUNCTURE, DRAG, OR SLIDE CONTAINERS. DRIJMS SHOUlD NOT BE 
WASHED OUT OR USED FOR OTHER PUflPOSES. DO NOT GET IN EYES. 
PREVENT PRDLONGED OR REP81TED BREATHING OF VAPOR OR SPRAY MIST. 
DO NOT WELD OR FLA.¥.£ cm AN EMPTY DRUM SINCE EXPLOSIVE VAPORS 
MAY BE PRESENT. 




__ , Page: MATERIAL SAFETY OOTA SHEET Printed : 01/04107 
For Coatings, Resins and Related Materials ) 
Revised : 04128/05 
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & C"uATINSS 
i1 QUALITY PRODUCTS RIJAD 
Inforlation Phone: 828-438-1922 
Elergency Phone: 1-800-368-4657 
f!iOREtlNTGN NC 28655 ! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: UV INKS AN'll COATINGS ! none -} extrelle 
Trade Naf2e : UV FP REDUCER 0 -} 4 
Health - 2 
Fire - 1 
Reactivity - 1 
Product Code: UF170167 
C. A. S. NUllber: MIXTURE Personal Protection - C 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Title : SOH AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight - Exposure Li;its ---- VP 
Ingredients CAS i ~ ACSIH/TLV OSHA/PEL II H6 
H-I- ALL Ingredients in this product are listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 




VARIOUS AP 70 - 95 N/OO N/OO 
PHflTOINITIATDR VARllJUS AP 5 - 20 N/OO N/OO 
SUfiFACTANTS VARIOUS AP 0 - 5 N/DA N/OO 
THE IIi'E'ffITY OF THESE COMPONENTS IS CLAIMED AS A TRADE SECRET 
* -} These itels are listed on the SARA TITLE III Section 313 inventory 
-~-------""""'-"".-.---"--'-----. 
SECTION I II - PIWSlCAL OOTA 
Boiling Range: 0 - 0 Deg. F Vapor - Density: Heavier than Air. 
Evap. Rate: n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: HAZY VISCOUS LIOOID; CHARACTERISTIC ODOR 
11111111 VOC Ir~OHMATION 11111111 
WEISHT PERCENT OF WATER: .70 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: 
WEIGHI PERCENT OF VOC'S: • 0 VOLUME PERCENT OF VOC'S: 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF friV' 5: 99.30 VOLIJ'ME PERCENT OF TNV'S: 
LBS OF !JOC PER GALLON OF INK LESS WATER: • 0 
LBS OF voe PER SALLON OF TNV: • 0 
__ ""' ............ _ .................. e ........ _ ....... __ ~ 




............. _""" ....... 
Flam;ability Class: Flash Point: } 200 F LEL: r~ 
'-£XTI~ISHINS MEDIA: 
WATER, CARBON DIOXIDE, FOAM, DRY CHEMICALS. ANY APPROVED CLASS 
B FIRE EXTINSUISHER OR EXTINGUISHING AGENT MAY BE USED FOR FIRE 
FIGHTING PURPOSES. 
3- 305 . 
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SECTIO."i IV - FIRE Al'ID EXPLOSION HAZARD OOTA (cont.) 
-SPECHlL FIREFIGHTINS PROCEDURES: 
00 NOT ENTER FIRE AREA WITHOUT PROPEa PROTECTION. CLOSED 
CONTAINERS MAY EXPLODE WI-lEN EXPOSED TO EXTREME HEAT. 
-UNUSUflL FIRE & EXPUlSION HAZARDS: 
WATER SPRAY MAY BE INEFFECTIVE. IF WATER IS USED, FOO NOZZLES 
APf PREFERABLE. WATER MAY BE USED TO COOL CLOSED CONTAINERS TO 
PREVENT PRESSURE BUILD-UP AND POSSIBLE AUTO-IGNITION OR 
EXPLOSION. 
SECTION V - I-mTH HAZARD DATA 
-PE.!(I'!IISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
PREVENT DIRECT CONTACT WITt1 LIQUID AND VAPOR 
-EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
INP.ALATION: MAY CAUSE IRRITATION Of UP-PER RESPIRATORY TRACT 
AND MUCOUS MEl>1BRANES. 
EYE CONTACT: MAY CAUSE SEVERE IRRITATION Al'ID REVERSIBLE CORNEA 
BURNS. 
SKIN CONTACT: PROUJN6£D OR REPEATED CONTACT CAN RESUlT IN SKIN 
ABSORBTION, IRRITATION, DERMATIWS, BlISTERING. 
INGESTION: MAY CAUSE IRRITAIDN OF CONTACTED PASSAGES Al'-ID 
GASTRIC DISTRESS. 
MEDICAL CONDITIONS AGtlRAIJATED BY EXPOSURE: 
MAY INDUCE AN ALLERGIC OR SENSITIZATION REACTION. 
NOTE: UmUJlE SKIN PAINTU,16 STUDIES WITH CERTAIN ACRYLATE 
MONlJI!!ERS HAS BEEN REPORTED TO CAUSE CANCER IN LAB ANIMALS 
THERE ARE NO REPORTABLE LEVaS OF CARCINDSENS OR SUSPECT 
CARCINOGENS LISTED BY IMC., NTP., OR OSHA, CONTAINED IN 
THIS PRODUCT. 
-FIRST AID: 
Ir~TION: IF OVERCOME, REMOVE TO FRESH AIR. GIVE OXYGEN OR 
ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION, AS NEEDED. SET EMERGENCY J!!EDICAI... 
ATTENTION. 
SPLASH (EYES): FLUSH lPiMEDIATay WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF WATE.q 
FOR AT LEAST 30 MINUTES WHILE RETRACTING EYaIDS OFTEN. TAKE TO 
A PHYSICIAN FOR MEDICAL TREATMENT. 
SPLASH (SKIN): WASH EFFECTED AREAS WITH SOAP AND WATER. 
REMOVE ANY CONTAMINATED CLOTHING IMMEDIATELY. TAKE SHOWER 
WITH snAP AND WATEH ASAP IF ARfHS OTHER THAN HANDS ~ AP.MS ARE 
mrrOCTED. APPLY SKIN CRBll4. CONSULT WITH A PHYSICIAN IF 
IRRITATION PERSISTS. 
INo'tSTION: DRINK 1 OR 2 GLASSES OF WATER TO DILUTE. DO NOT 
INDUCE VOMITING. CONSUlT A PHYSICIAN OR POISON CONTROL CENTER 
IMMEDIAffiY. 
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SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
, 
STHfY-ITY: [] Unstable [x] Stable 
HAZAHDOUS POLYMERIZATION: [] May occur [x) Will not occur 
-It~TIBILITY 
STABILITY: PRODUCT IS ~IDRMALLY STABLE. RAPID BULl{ POLYI>i£R-
IZATION CA.~ OCCUR IF PRODUCT IS EXPOSED TO HIGH TEMPERATURES 
OR INCIJ1IlPATIBLE MATERIALS. HEAT AND ACRID FUMES MAY BE ID-lER-
ATED DUiUNS BULK POlYMERIZATION. IF POSSIBLE ISOl.ATE CGNTAINER 
OOICXLY TO WELL VENTILATED Mai, SUCH AS OUTDOORS. REACTION 
WILL SLOWLY CONTINUE UNTIL POLYJIlEAATION IS COMPLETE. REMOVE 
BUh'G CAP TO PREVENT PRESSURE BUILD-UP. PROBABILITY OF FIRE IS 
VERY LOWi HOWEVER, THERMAL DECOMPOSITION CA.~ OCCUR RESULTING IN 
FUME GENERATION. USE PROPER VENTS DURING STORAGE TO AlLOW 
OXYGEN TO ENTER AND PROLONG SHELF LIFE. 
MATERIALS TO AVOID: STRONG OXIDIZING AGENTS, ~qOXIDES, 
METALLIC CATALYSTS, CONTACT Wlrtl IRON, COPPER, UNLINED STEEL, 
PVC PIPE. POLYAMIDES, VINYL AND OTHER CHLORINATED SOLVENT OR 
WATERBORNE INKS, AND SOME PIGMENTS AND DYES MAY CONTAMINATE UV 
PRODUCTS REDUCING SHELF LIFE OR SLOWING CURE. NEVER POUR USED 
PRODUCT BACK IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER. IT KAY BE CONTAMINATED OR 
-cotIDITIONS TO AVOID: 
TEMPERATURES ABOXVE 100 F. NEVER USE BAND HEATERS TO WARM COLD 
MATERIAL, SINCE LOCALIZED HOT SPOTS CAN OCCUR. AVOID STlJP.ASE IN 
UNHEATED AREAS B8JJW 60 F AS PRODUCT RAPIDLY INCREASES IN 
VISCOSITY WITH DECREASING IDIPERATURE. INERT SAS BLAtl<ETS, 
SUCH AS NITROGEN, SHOULD NEVE,q BE USED. 
--HAZARDOUS DEIllMPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION MAY PRODUCE ACRID FUMES, CARBON MONOXIDE, 
CAllBON DIOXIDE AND NOx. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS Ra.EASED OR SPILLED 
REMOVE ANY SOURCE OF SPARKS, FLAMES, OR HEAT. DIKE TO CONTAIN 
SPILL, SPREAD OUT CHEMICAL ABSORBANT, SHOVa OR SWEEP ABSORBED 
MATERIAL INTO SUITABLE WASTE CONTAINER. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: 
SHGUIJ) BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL 
REGULATIONS. BEFORE ATTEMPTING CL£'lN-UP, REFER TO HAZARDOUS 
CAUTION INFORMATION IN OTHER SECTIONS OF ftlSDS. USE NON -
SPARKING TOOLS. PROVIDE AJ;fiL!!lTE VENTILATION OR RESPIRATORY 
DElJICES. ADVOID BREATHHJIJ VAPORS. CONTAMINATED PRODUCT/SOIL! 
WATER/ABSDRBANT MAY BE A RCM/OSHA HAZARDOUS WASTE DUE TO 
POTENTIAL HEAT GENERATIDN. USE REGISTERED TRANSPORTERS. 
PROPER INCINERATION IS RECOJllMENDED. 
- ~-- 307 
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SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
PROVIDE P]EQUATE LOCAl VENTILATION IN AP£AS WHERE THE PRODUCT 
IS BEINS APPLIED. USE NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATOR IF PRODUCT IS 
HEATED, SPRAYED, OR IF MIST /AEROSOLIFUMES ARE GENERATED WHICH 
EXCEED VENTILATION CAPACITIES. 
-VENTILATION: 
SUFFICIENT VENTILATION, IN VOLUME AND PATTERN, SJ-I.DULll BE 
PROVIDED TO KEEP TIl.£: AiR CONTAMINANT CONCENTRATIOI'~ BELOW 
CURRENT OSHA PELs. 
-PROTECTIVE GLOVES: 
IMPREVlOUS CHEMICAL GLOVES, AND IF NECESSARY, APRONS, MUST BE 
WORN TO PREVENT SKIN CONTACT. BARRIER CREAMS SHOULD ONLY BE 
USED AS SECONDARY PROTECTION. THOUROUSHLY CLEAN AND DECONTAM-
INATE GLOVES BEFORE REMOVAL. KEEP SURFACES OF GLOVES ClEAN, 
ESPECliU Y NEAR GLOVE OPENIN£S. IF INSIDE OF GLOVE IS SUSPECTED 
OF CONTAMINATION, DISCARD GLOVES AND WASH HANDS IMMEDIATELY. 
PROTECT FOREARMS AND SLEEVES DURING EQUIPMENT CLEANING BY USING 
ELBOW LENGTH GLOVES. GOOD INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE IS ESSENTIAL FOR 
SAFE USE OF UV PRODUCTS. KEEP ALL TOOLS, EQUIp't4BiT, AND WORK 
SURFACES CLEAN. NEVER USE SOLVENTS TO CLEAN SKIN ANDIOR HANDS. 
USE SOAP AND WATER ONLY. IMEDIATELY REMOVE CONTAMINATED 
CLOTHING AND LAUNDER BEFORE REUSING. USE OF SKIN MOISTURIZERS 
IS~. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
THE USE OF SAFETY EYE'WEAR, INCLUDING SPLASH SUARDS, SIDE SHIELDS 
, CHEMICAL G086LES, OR FACE SHIELDS IS ESSENTIAL TO PROTECT 
AGAIN'ST LIQUID SPLASH HAZARDS SUCH AS WHEN OPENING OR HANDlING 
LIOOID CONTAINERS, POURING/PUMPING/SPRAYING LIQUID, EQUIPMENT 
AND SPILL CLEAN UP, ETC. CONTACT LENSES SHOUlD NOT BE WORN. 
-OTHER PROTECTIVE EGUIPMENT: 
USE OF PROTECTIVE CREAMS UNDER GLOVES TO IMPROVE SKIN PROTECTION 
WHERE SKIN CONTACT IS POSSIBLE IS RECOMMENDED. USE PlASTIC 
APRON AND OR SHOP cOIn WHERE CONTACT WITH LIQUID IS POSSIBLE. 
WASH ANY CONTAMINATED CLOTHING BEFORE RE-llSE. WASH HllNDS BEFORE 
EATING, SMOI<ING, OR USING TOILET FACILITIES. 
-ENGINEERING CONTROLS: 
PROVIDE LOCAL EXHllUST NEAR COATING APPLICATION AND CURING 
STATIONS. PROVIDE SINK AND EYEWASH STATIONS IN USE AREAS. USE 
ONLY DIAPHASM OR PERISTALTIC PIJIiiPS m PREVENT CURING INSIDE 
PUMP HOUSING. SPECIFY EPDfiI RL'BBER FOR APPLICATION ROLLERS, 
GASKETS, ArID OTHER RUBBEn PARTS WHICH WILL CC-NTACT COATINGS. 
TEFLON, PP, PE AND MOST POlYESTERS AND THERMOSET URETHANES ALSO 
HAVE ACCEPTABLE RESISTArJCE. STORE AWAY FROM HEAT AND LIGHT. _ ... -----...... _-.. ...-..-.. -_._-----
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAuTIONS 
-PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAY.EN IN HANDLING AND STORINS: 
KEEP CONTAINER UPRIGHT TO PREVENT LEAKAGE. DO NOT STORE OR USE 
NEAR PEAT, SPAPJ{S, OR FLAME. STORE ONLY IN WELL VENTILATED 
-5- 308 
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SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS <cant.) 
-OTHER PRECAUTIONS: 
DO NOT USE PRESSURE TO E.t4PTY. DRUM IS NOT Ii PRESSURE VES5a. DO 
NOT PUNCTURE, DRAG, OR SLIDE CONTAINERS. DRUMS SHOULD NOT BE 
WASl-':ED OUT OR USED FOR OTI-:ER PURPOSES. DO NOT SET IN EYES. 
PREVENT PRDLON6ED OR REPEATED BREATHING OF VAPOR OR SPRAY MIST. 
00 NOT WELD OR FLP;ME CUi AN E.I4PTY DRUM SINCE EXPLOSIVE VAPORS 
MAY BE PRESENT. 
SECTION X - OTHER REGULATORY INFORMATION 
-sHIPPING INfORMATION 
NONE 
5 - 309 
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SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
Manufacturer: ENVIRONMENTAL INKS & COATINGS 
41 GIJALITY PRODUCTS ROAD 
Information Phone: 828-438-1922 
Emergency Phone: 1-800-3&8-4657 
MDR6~~trG~ NC 28855! Hazard Ratings: 
Product Class: UU INKS AND COATINGS ! none -) elCtrell! 
Trade Nalle : UV THERM TRA.I..IS/LASER IMP OPV 0 -) 4 
Health - c 
Fire - 1 
Reactivity - 1 
Product Code : UF170238 
C.Ii. S. Nuaber: MIXTUP£ 
Prepared By : TODD REDMAN 
Personal Protection - C 
Title : SOUT AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
SECTION II - l-I.AZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Weight --- ElCposure Limits ---- UP 
Ingredients CAS i % ACGIH/TLV OSHAIPEL III HG 
tf~ ALL Ingredients in this product are listed in the T.S.C.A. Inventory. 






VARIOUS AP 70 - 95 N/IlA NIDA 
VARIOUS AP 5 - 20 N/IlA NIDA 
VARIOUS AP 0 - 5 NIDA N/IlA 
THE IDENTITY OF THESE COMPONENTS IS CUlIMfD AS A TRADE SECRET 
f -) These iteas are listed on the SARA TITL£ III Section 313 inventory 
.... ..,."._ ..... !!!IIS!!I.B _______ ••• _. ___ • ___ ... 
SECTION III - PHYSICIlI... DATA 
Boiling Range: 0 - o Deg. F Vapor- Density: Heavier than Air. 
£vap. Rate: n-Butyl Acetate Liquid Density: Heavier than Water. 
Appearance: HAZY VISCOUS LIIlliIDj CHAPJlCTERISTIC ODOR 
mUlll VOC INFORMATION HHHH 
w'EIGHT PERCENT OF WATER: • 0 VOLUME PERCENT OF WATER: • 0 
WEIGHT PERCENT OF VIJCl S! • 0 VOUJPlE PERCENT OF VOC' 5: • 0 
WEISHT PERCENT OF TNV'S: 100. 0 VOLUME P£fiCBH OF TNV'S: 100. 0 
LBS OF VOl: PER SALLON OF INK LESS WATER: • 10 
LBS OF VIJC PER SALLON OF TNV: • 0 
SECTION IV - FIRE A.lIJD EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flamlability Class: Flash Point: } 2\j0 F La: NONE 
; -EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
WflTER, CARBON DIOXIDE, FOAM, DRY CHEMICIlI...S. ANY ,APPROVED CUlSS 
B FIRE EXTIN6UISHER OR EXTIN6UISHING AGENT MAY BE USED FOR FIRE 
FI6HTIN6 PURPOSES. 
- 5 - 310 
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SECTION IV .. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA kant.) 
-5PECHlL FIREFIGHrINB PROCEDURES: 
00 NOT ENTER FIRE ARE.q WITHOUT PROPER PROTECTION. CLOSED 
CONTAINERS MAY EXPLODE WHEN EXPD~tD TO EXTREME HEAT. 
-UNUSUAl.. FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
WATER SPRAY MAY BE INEFFECTIVE. IF WATER IS USED, FOG NOZZLES 
ARE PREFERABLE. h'ATER MAY BE u....~ TO COOL CLOSED CONTAINERS TO 
PREVENT PRESSURE BUILlHJP AND POSSIBLE AUTO-IGNITION OR 
EXPLOSION. 
maara· ......... ••• .. !!!ft!!!l!FJ"!Bl!HI!I_-.. I!1SII!IfP-_______ _ 
SECTION V .. HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
-PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURE LEVa: 
PREVENT DIRECT CONTACT WITH LIQUID AND VAPOR 
-EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE: 
INHALATION: MAY CAUSE IRRITATION OF UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT 
AND MUCOU'S MEMBRAA'ES. 
EYE CONTACT: MAY CAUSE SEVERE IRRITATION AND REVERSIBlE CORNEA 
BURNS. 
SKIN CONTACT: PROLONGED OR REPEATED CONTACT C!iN RESULT IN SKIN 
ABSORBTION, IRRITATION, DEftblAHruS, BLISTERING. 
IN8£STION: MAY CAUSE IRRITAION OF CONTACTED PASSASES AND 
GASTRIC DISTRESS. 
MEDICAL CONDITIONS AGSRAVATED BY EXPOSURE: 
MAY INDUCE AN ALLERSIC OR SENSITIZATION REACTION. 
~./OTE: LIFETIME SKIN PAINTING STUDIES WITH CERTAIN ACRYLATE 
MONOMERS HAS BEEN REPORTED TO CAUSE CANCER IN LAB ANIMALS 
THERE ARE NO REPORTABLE LEVaS OF CARClNOSENS OR SUSPECT 
CARCINOGENS LISTED BY IARC., NIP., OR OSHA, CONTAINED IN 
THIS PRODUCT. 
-FIRST AID: 
INHALATION: IF OVERCOME, ru840VE TO FRESH AIR. SIVE OXYGEN OR 
ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION, AS NEEDED. SET EJ'\iERSENCY MEDICAL 
ATTENTION. 
SPLASH (EYES): FLUSH IMMEDIAT8..Y WITH LARS£ AMOUNTS OF WATER 
FOR AT LEAST 30 MINUTES WHILE RETRACTING EYaIDS OFTEN. TAKE TO 
. A PHYSICIAN FOR MEDICAL TREATI4ENT. 
SPLASH (SKIN): WSlSH EFFECTED AREAS WITIJ SOAP AND WSlTER. 
REMOVE ANY CONTAMINATED CLOTIJINS IMMEDIATay. TAl'.E SHOWER 
WITH SOAP AND WATEH ASAP IF AREAS OTHER THAN HANDS AND ARMS ARE 
CONTACTED. APPLY SKIN CREAM. CONBL'lT WITH A PIWSICIAN IF 
IRRITATION PERSISTS. 
INGESTION: DRINK 1 OR 2 SLASSES OF WATER TO DILUTE. DO NOT 
INDUCE VOMITING. CONSI.lLT A PHYSICIAN OR POISON CONTROL CENTER 
IMMEDIATay. 
TREAT BURNS AND ALLERGIC REACTIONS SYMPTOMATICALLY AFTER 
DECONTAMINATION. 
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SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA 
., 
STABLITY: [] Unstable [xl Stable 
HAlAROOUS POlyr.ERIZATION: [] May occur [x] Will not occur 
-I~TIBILITY 
STABILITY: PRODLtT IS NOR.IflAl..LY STABlE. RAPID BI.llJ{ POLY"l'lER-
IZATION CAN OCCUR IF PRODUCT IS EXPOSED TO HIGH TEMPERATURES 
OR INCIJMPATIBLE MATERiALS. HEAT mID ACRID FUMES MAY BE GENER-
ATED DURING BULl{ POLYMnERILATION. IF POSSIBlE ISO!..ATE CONTAINER 
QUICYJ..Y TO WELL VENTILAiED AREA, SUCH AS OUTDOORS. REACTION 
WILL St..OWLY CmHINUE UNTIL POLW£RflTION IS COMPLETE. REMOVE 
BUNG CAP TO PREVENT PRES£.lJRE BUILD-I.lP. PROBABILITY OF FIRE IS 
VERY LOW; HOWEVER, TP.ERMAI.. DECG.<l,jpOSITION CAN OCCUR RESULTING IN 
FUME BENERATION. USE PROPER Va-ITS DURING STOru:l6E TO ALLOW 
OXYGEN TO ENTER AND PROLONG Stl.ELF LIFE. 
MATERIALS TO AVOID: STm1~ OXIDIZING ~~S, PEROXIDES, 
METALLIC CATALYSTS, CONTACT WITH UlliN, COPPER, UNLINED STEEL, 
PVC PIPE. POLYAMIDES, VINYL AND OTHER CHLORINATED SOLVEfIT OR 
WATEIlBORNE INKS, AND SOME PIEMENTS AND DYES MAY CONTAI4I~TE UV 
PRODUCTS REDUCING Stl.£LF LIFE OR SLDWING CURE. NEVER POUR USED 
PRODUCT BACK IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER. IT MAY BE CONTAMINATED OR 
~ITIONS TO AVOID: 
TEMPERATURES ABDXIJE 100 F. NEVER USE -BAND HEATERS TO WARM COLD 
MAr-tHIAL, SINCE LOCALIZED HOT SPOTS CAN OCCUR. AVOID STOru:l6E IN 
UNHEATED AREAS BELOW 60 F AS PRODUCT RAPIDLY INCREASES IN 
VISCOSITY WITH DECREASING IDlPERATURE. INERT GAS BLANKETS, 
SUCH AS NITROSEN, SHOULD NEVER BE USED. 
--HAZARDOUS DEflll!lPOSITION PRODUCTS: 
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION MAY PRODUCE ACRID FUMES, CARBON MONOXIDE, 
CARBON DIOXIrf ~~ NOx. 
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 
-STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS REI..EASED OR SPILLED 
REMOVE ANY SOURCE OF SPARKS, FlJlMES, OR HEAT. DIKE TO mITAIN 
SPILL, SPREAD our CHEMICAl.. ABSORBANT, SHOVEL DR SWEEP ABSORBED 
MATERIAL INTO SUITABLE WASTE CONTAINER. 
-wASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: 
SHOULD BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL 
RESUUHIONS. BEFORE ATIDIPTING CLEAN-UP, REFER TO HAZARDOUS 
CAUTION INFORMATION IN OTHER SECTIONS OF MSDS. USE NON -
SPARKING TG{lS. PROVIDE ADEQUATE V~~TILATIGN OR RESPIRATORY 
DEVICES. ADVOID BREATHING VAPORS. CONTAMINATED PRODUCT/SOILI 
WATER/ABSORBANT MAY BE A RCRfl/OSHA HAZARDOUS WJ:lSTE DUE TO 
POTENTIAL HEAT GENERATION. USE RESISTERED TRANSPORTERS. 
PROPER INCINERATION IS RECOMMENDED. 
5- 312 
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SECTION VIII - SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION: 
-RE~IRATORY PROTECTION: 
PROVIDE ADEGUATE LOCAL VENTILATION IN AREAS WHERE THE PRODUCT 
IS BEING APPLIED. USE NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATOR IF PRODUCT IS 
HEATED, SPRAYED, OR IF MIST /AEROSOUHJMES ARE GENERATED WHICH 
EXCEED V5iTILATION CAPACITIES. 
-VENTIlJUIIJN: 
SUFFICIENT VENTILATION, IN VOLUME AND PATTERN, SHOULD BE 
PROVIDED TO KEEP THE AIR CONTflj'4INANT CONCENTRATION BaOW 
CURR8IT OSHA pas. 
-PROTECTIVE SLDVES: 
IMPREVlOUS OlBnCflL SLOVES, AND IF NECESSARY, APRONS, MUST BE 
WORN TO PREVENT SKIN CONTACT. BARRIER CREAl"4S SHOULD ONLY BE 
USED AS SECONDARY PROTECTION. THOUROUGHl..Y CLEAN AND DECONTAM-
INATE SLOVES BEFOP£ REJIl.oVAL. I'm SURFACES OF SLOVES CLEAN, 
ESPECIALLY NEAR SLOVE OPENINGS. IF INSIDE OF SLOVE IS SUSPECTED 
OF CONTAMINATION, DIIDIRD SLOVES AND WASH HAtIDS I/ilM£DI-ATaY. 
PROTECT FOREARMS AND SLEEVES DURING EOOIPMENT CLEANING BY USING 
WOW LENGTH SLOVES. GOOD INDUSTRIAL HYGlB'JE IS ESSENTIAL FOR 
SAFE USE OF UIJ PRODUCTS. KEEP ALL TOOLS, EiiUIPMENT, AND WORK 
SURFACES CLEAN. NEVER USE SOLVENTS TO CLEAN SKIN AND/OR HANDS. 
USE SOAP AND WATER ONLY. lMEDIATaV REMOVE CONTAMINATED 
CLOTHING AI"lD LAUNDER BEFORE REUS1NG. USE OF SKIN MOISTURIZERS 
IS RECOMMENDED. 
-EYE PROTECTION: 
THE USE OF SAFETY EYEWEAR, INCLUDHI6 SPLASH GUARDS, SIDE SHlaDS 
, CHEJt1ICflL 6OGSLES, OR FACE SHlaDS IS ESSENTIAL TO PROTECT 
AGAINST LIOOID SPLASH HAZARDS SUCH AS WHEN OPENING OR HANDLING 
LIQUID CONTAINERS, POURING/PUMPING/SPRAYING LIOOID, EOOIPM9H 
AND SPILL CLEAN UP, ETC. CONTACT LENSES SHOULD NOT BE WORN. 
-OTHER PROTECTIVE EOOIPMENT: 
USE OF PROTECTIVE CREAMS UNDER SLOVES TO IMPROVE SKIN PROTECTION 
WHERE SKIN CONTACT IS POSSIBLE IS RECOMMENDED. USE PLASTIC 
APRON A."ID OR SHOP COAT WHERE CONTACT WITH LIOOID IS POSSIBLE. 
WASH ANY CONTAMINATED CLOTHING BEFORE RE-ll$E. WASH HANDS BEFORE 
EATING, SMOKING, OR USING TOILET FACILITIES. 
-ENGINEERING CONTROlS: 
PROVIDE LOCAL EXHAUST NEAR COATING APPLICATION AND CURING 
STATIONS. PROVIDE SIN!{ AND EYEWA...~ STATIONS IN USE AREAS. USE 
ONLY DIAPHAGM OR PERISTALTIC PUMPS TO PREVENT CURING INSIDE 
PUMP HOUSING. SPECIFY EPDM RUBBER FOR APPLICATION ROLLERS, 
GASKETS, AND OTHER RUBBER PARTS WHICH WILL CONTACT COATINGS. 
TEFLON, PP, PE AND MOST POLYESTERS AND THERMOSET URETHANES ALSO 
PJWE ACCEPTABLE RESISTANCE. STORE AWAY FROM HrnT AND LISHT. ---_______ IIS __ - ________ .... _________ _ 
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 
,-PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING: 
KEEP CONTAINER UPRIGHT TO PREVENT lE.£jjI,AGE. DO NQT STORE OR USE 
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SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS (cont.) 
-OTHER PREmITIONS: 
DO NOT USE PRESSURE TO EMPTY. DRUM IS NOT A PRESSURE VESSa. DO 
NOT PUNCTURE, DRAG, OR SLIDE CONTAINERS. DRUMS SHOULD NOT BE 
WASHED OUT OR USED FOR OTHER PURPOSES. DO NOT SET IN EYES. 
PRE~ENT PROlONGED OR REPEATED BREATHING OF VAPOR OR SPRAY MIST. 
DO NOT WELD OR FLAME CUT AN EMPTY DRUM SINCE EXPLOSIVE VAPORS 
MAY BE PRESENT. 
_!lW'WWB ___ -p__ _ __ .. _-______ ___ 
SECTION X - 011£R RESULATORY INFORMATION 
-SHIPPING INFORMATION 
NONE 
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11dentJtlcation of $U~nce 
o Product detalllS 
· Trade name: 3451 FaUN CONe 
· Article (lumber: H647 




26 Blanchard Street 
Newark. NJ 07105 
\-\ 2f.- - -=tOz.1 w<..eX-
. Information department: 1-973-589-78()(J 
· Emergency informatiOn: CHEMTREC (24 h" 1-800424-9300 
MC\II\~~v.d \20 O"l- / \;Ju).. 
2 ComposItJonIData on componentls 
· Chtm71ca1 characterlzatJon 
· Description: Mixture of the substances listed below with nonhazardous additions. 
• Ds1'IgetouS components: 
111-7s..2 2-butoxyethanol 
Xn: R 20121122--3&38 
6484-52-2 ammonium nitrate 
qR8-9 
· AdditlortellnformatJon: For the lMJ1'dlng of the listed Ti$k phrases refer 10 section 16. 
3 HtIDI'ds identilicatJon 
· Hazard d«tcriptJon: 
Not appl'rcsble. 
Harmful 
· Information pertaining to particular dange.t$ for nt8n and ttnvifonrnent: 0 
5·10% 
2.5-5% 
The product has to be labelleri due to the calt::ulstion procedure of the "General Classification guideline for 
preparations of the EU" in the I8test valid \i'eI\SKm. 
Harmful by inhalation, in contact with skin and if swallowed. 
Irritating to eyes and 8kJn. 
, CIaSl$~tIon system: 
The Classification wSs mads according to the latest ecfflions of international substances lists, end 8xpanded upon 
from company and literature dats. 




• HMIS-ratings (seals 0 • 4) 
Health: 1 
FIre: 0 
ReactMty .. 0 
" First aid mtlaSUl'8S 
• G#!178ftJ1 Information: 
Symptoms of poisoning may even oCcur after several hours; therefore medical ~tion. for at least 48 hours attar 
the aacident. 
· After inhalation: 
SUpply ftesh air. If requIred. provtde artifICial respiration, Ke9p patient wann. Consulr docror If symptoms persist. 
In case of unconsciousness place patient stably in side position for transportation. 
· After skin contzn:f: Immedfal.ely wash witt! water and soap and rinse thoroughly. 
• AffIK ey1'J contact: 
Rinse opened eye for several minutes under running water. If symf)toms persist. ctJnsuJt a doctor. 
· After' $Wtt/lowIng: Immediately csll (J doctor. 
5 Flm flghtlng 1I'I8IJsW'U 
• Suitable fI:rtIngulshlng IIf1811ts: 
C02, extinguishing powder or water spray. Fight larger fires with water spt6y or alcohol resistent foam. 
· Protective equIpment: Mouth respiratory protsctiv8 device. 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------u~-(Contcf.. on page 2) 




Material Safety Data Sheet 
ace. to ISOIDIS 11014 
Page2!4 
PrInting date 0112012005 Reviewed on 0112012005 
TI'8dla name: ~451 FOUN CONC 
6 Acr;klental release measUTeS 
· Penon-relsted safety precautions: Not required. 
• l'tfe8SUI'U for envil'onmerrt8/ protection: Do not allow to enter Sli)Wen;;/ ~lJrface or ground water. 
· MeBSunI$ for cleanlng/r:ol1ectlng: 
Absorb with liquid-binding material (sand, diatomite, acid binders, universal binders, sawdust). 
Dispose ccntaminsted material as waste according to item 13. 
Ensure adequate ventilation. 
7 Handling and storage 
· Handling: 
· Information for safe hand"ng: 
SfOIe in cool, dry place In ttghtly closed receptacles. 
Ensure good ventilation/exhaustion 8t the workp/sct!. 
· Information about protection against explosions and ftres: ND special m88sures required. 
· storage: 
· Requirements to be met by storerooms and ~tacles: No special requirements. 
· Information Gbout storage in one common slMige fsCl'Jity. Not f9quir&d. 
· FurthfiN' information about starsge conditions: Keep receptacle tightly seal9d. 
B Exposure controI$ and personal protection 
· AtkJltionallnformatlon about design of fee/mica} ~m$: No furthfiN'data; sse item 7. 
• Components With limit values that require monitoring at the workplace: 
111·1&.2 2-bufmcyr!thanol 
PEL 240 mg/I7i', ~O ppm 
Skin 
REL 24 mg/nf1. 5 ppm 
Skin 
1l.V 97 mglfTf1. 20 ppm 
· Additionaf information: The nsts that were valid during the creation wsre u$I3d as basis. 
• Personal protectivrt equipment: 
• GiiTl8f2/ protective and hygienic meesut'e$: 
Keep away from foodstuffs, beverages and feed. 
Immedfately remo1l& 8D $()/Jed and contamInated clothing. 
Wash hands before breaks lind at the ~nd of WOrk. 
Avoid contact wtth the eyes and akin. 
· Breathing equipment 
(Contd. of page 1) 
In case of brief exposure or low pollution use respiratory mter device. In case of intensive or longer exposure use 
respiratory protective device that is independent af drr;;ulat/ng air. 
• Protection of h:grn;Js: 
Protective gloves 
The glove material has to be impermeable and resistant to the product! the substance! the preparatfon. 
Due to missing tests no recommendation to the glove material can be given for the product! the p1'9paraticnl the 
chemlcel mixture. 
selection of the glove material on consideration of the penetration times. rates of diffusion lind the degradation 
· Material of gloves 
The selection of the suitable gloves does not only depend on the material, but also on further mtIrks of quttlity and 
varies from manufacturer to manufacturer. As the product Is II preparation of seveml St/b$tanc6S, the resistance of 
tl7e glove ITI8terial can not be calculated in advance and has therefore to be checked prior 1.0 the application. 
• Penetration time of glove materiSI 
The exact break trough time has 10 be found aut by the manufacturer of the protective gloves and has to be 
obseMld. 
· Eye protection: irghtly sealed goggtes 








<,"'-rJ i ,.., (Contd. on page 3) 
~--------------~--------------------------~----~~~V~~i~f~------------~A-
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Material Safety Data Sheet 
ace. to ISOIOIS 11014 
Trade name: 3451 FOUN CONC 
· Change In condition 
Melting poIntIMeltlng range: 
Boiling pointlBofUng'range: 
· Flash point: 
· Ignition temper3ture: 





Product is nor selfjgnitiflg. 
· Danger of explosion: Product does not present an eKPlosfon hazard. 
· Vapor pr8$$Ul"9 at 20"'C (6B"F): 22..3 liPs (17 mm Hg) 
· DensIt;y at 20"C (68"F): 1.060 glcms 
· Solubility In I MiscIbility with 
Water: Soluble. 
· VOC 164.3 g/T 11.371b1gf (EPA Method 24) 
10 StJtbl/lty and reat:tMty 
Page 314 
Reviewed on 0112012005 
(Gontd. of page 2) 
• ThemJaJ decomposition I r::ondlflon$ to be avolded: No decomposition if used according to specifications. 
· DBngerous fNCtionS No dangerous reactions known 
· DBngemus products of decomposition: No dangetOus decomposition products known. 
11 Toxk:oIoglcallnfonnatIon 
· Acute to%lelty: 
· PrImary Irritant effect 
· on the sldn: Irrif.ant to skin and mucous membl'8nes. 
• Of! the eye: Irritating effect. 
. . Sensitization: No sensltlzJng effects khown. 
· Addltkmal toxicological inl'ormat1on: 




· General notes: 
Water hazsrd class 1 (Self-assessment): $lightly hazardous for wa~ 
Donor alJow undl7uted product or large quantities of it to reach ground water, water course or sewage system. 
13 D/sp08al conslderatJons 
· Product: 
· Recommendation: 
Must not be disposed of together with household garbage. Do not allow product to reach sewage system. 
· Uncleaned packaglnF: 
• Recommendation: Disposal must be made according to official regulations. 
15 Regulations 
· Sara 
• Section 355 (extrnmely hazardous substances): 
N0/'t8 at the ingredlent Is fisted. 
• Section 313 (SpecifIC toxiC chemical "stIngs): 
111-76-2 2..f;uloxyethanol 
6484-52"2 ammonium nitrate 
• TSCA (Toxic Substances Control Act): 
An ingredients are listed. 
• Proposition 65 
· Chemicals known to cause cancer: 
None of the ingredients is listed. ' 
· Chemicals known to cause reprod!JCliVB toxk;ity: 
Nons of the ingreCleflts/s/lsted. 
5-- 318 
(CMtd. on page 4) 
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Printing date 01120/2005 
· Csncerogenity categories 
Material Safety Data Sheet 
sec. to ISOIDIS 'f1D14 
· cPA (Environmental Protection Agency) 
None of the ingredients is Hsted. 
• IARC (International Agency for Research on CsnceQ 
None of the ingredients i$Ii$led. 
• NTP (NaYonal Toxfcology Pro(}f8m) 
None of the ingnKlients Is listed. 
· TL V (Threshold Umit Value establh3hed by ACGIH) 
None of the Ingredients is listed. 
· MAK (Germsn Maximum Workplace Concenttatian) 
None of the ingredients Is listed. 
• NIOSH-Ca (NatlonsHnstitute for Occupational Safety and Haslth) 
None of the Ingredients is listad. 
• OSHA-Ca (Occupational Safety & Health Administration) 
None of ths ingrecflents /s Osted. 
· Product related hazard Informations: 
Page 414 
Reviewed on 01/20/2005 
(Contd. of page 3) 
The product has been classified and marked in OlCCOrdance with directilleS on hazarrJous materials. 
• NBt/OnaJ regulatkms: 
• Water hazsrd class.: Waler hazard clSS8 1 (Self-assessment): Slightly hazardous for water. 
16 Other InfortmJtIof/ 
This information is based on our present knowledge. However, ttl's shef! not constitute 8 guarantee for any speciflc 
product features and shall not establish a IegeRy vaNd contractual relationship. 
• Contact: a-IEMTREC (24hr) 1-800-424·gJ(JO, Prfnters Service 1-973--589-7800 
· • Data compared to the prevfous venrion aJter'Sd. 
~------------------~------------~------------------..... --------------~-
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